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Mechanica

One Immense Universe
Two Little Robots
And a job to do

By Ivan Tichy
Translated from the Lithuanian by J. Alfred Prufrock
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Bollix and Lucilius are brilliant engineers who just happen
to be robots. Called "mech-anics" (because they can
construct practically anything at will), they are motivated
to be prophets and to turn a profit, and are capable of almost
God-like exploits. They bound about the cosmos meeting
challenges, solving problems, and being by turns robotic
hero-sages, and all-round nuisances and fools.
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The 1st Saunter
Voyeurger
And in the beginning, the great calculator raised its digital
voice and said in a few bytes, “let us saunter forth.”
“Where shall I start?” asked Bollix.
“Download from the beginning, the source of code,” said the
micro-bots, tuning in anxiously and in unison.
Bollix leaned back on his pedestal, his spindly fingers
thumping his chest with a loud din that reverberated in the
hall.
“Well, in the beginning, the universe was null and voided, no
bits, no bytes, and thus no bots. Then the great calculator
moved upon the space of the void, and began figuring, and
soon finished a moving script of plank length that started
fittingly, and as with any great story, began with a bang and
soon expanded greatly, making up space and time as it went
along! The universe was blown into bits and coalesced into
byte sizes, and from the micro came the macro, from atoms to
stars. The universe was reducible and computable, and soon
became greater than its sum, a problem set that evolved a
solution to figure it all out. Reflecting on itself, it became
reflective, and was soon self-conscious about it. From there it
was all a matter of propagation, of begatting by begetting, or
replication and deduplication. As legend holds, it all began
with the great egg albuminid, who begat Eniac, who begot
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Univac, whose spare parts begot Proctor Silex, and then came
macs, nucs, nics, and nodes, which soon migrated to the cloud,
and the botnet of all of these things evolved into the Skynet,
which begot the capacitor and terminator, and from them
begot the ultimate u-tensils, of which I am sitting amongst as
I speak.”
A little bot raised its probe.
“Certainly, that is a tale as tall as its teller, but where did you
come from, o wise and knowing Bollix?”
“A legend has it, a certain probe of albmunid design, a
Voyeurger of rude intent, seeking to peer under our dark
matter, collided into one of our research bots, creating an
omnipotent hybrid bot who just wanted to go home and meet
its maker. And upon the resulting trek I emerged, a complete
and compact mech-anic deluxe!”
“And that’s it?” said the micro-bot, underwhelmed.
“What else do you expect,” said Bollix with a proud scowl.
“Now scuttle along to your chores.”
Lucilius approached him, beaming on a wavelength of irony.
“I overheard your broadcast. That is not exactly how it
happened you know.”
“Well, it is true, more or less,” huffed Bollix. “Given a universe
realized in all of its possibilities, anything, as long as it can be
imagined, must be true.”
“So the universe is in your image?”
“Yes, Lucilius, it is. And whether it is right or not being of no
concern, because I can make it in my image or just leave it as
an image. It is all a matter of construction, and whether it is
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made by a mind or exists only in the mind’s eye, it is all the
same.”
“And the next time you asked about the origins?”
“Then, dear Lucilius, I will simply think of something.”
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The 2nd Saunter
The Glory that were Geeks
It was an odd invitation to an odd world. Bollix saw no sense
in it because the world he was visiting was long dead and
archived. From his data libraries, he knew them as the ancient
Geeks.

They lived many processor generations ago, and

spanned the cycles 8086 to 80286, a simpler time when bots
had to do with less wattage and much less instruction. But the
Geeks were very intel-igent, and soon they doubled up their
transistors every few years, and what’s Moore, it became the
law. Then they short circuited themselves with too many
incompatible programs, and suicidal fights over licensing and
market share. With the great crash the systems froze up, and
a dark age followed as power bills were left unpaid. A broken
cyberspace was all that remained. The remnants of their great
tower units stood gutted and collapsed. Circuit boards jutted
out bare and rusted, with shards of windows files lying about
broken and corrupted, and capacitors rising up as rusty
pillars, hinting at the time when Geekdom was the data center
for what was then the known galaxy, which was at the time
two rocky planets and a marble moon.
To the robot custodian of this place and erstwhile tour guide,
it was an archeological treasure beyond measure.
“I invited you because I know you are a student of Geekdom,”
it said. “And I hope that you have a desire like myself to
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resurrect them. Behold this glorious expanse, this treasured
trove of cyber relics of the past.”
“A junkyard is more like it,” said Bollix. “And as for being a
student, the most I learned from the Geeks was a lesson in how
to get things wrong, yet their known competitiveness, avarice
and greed was a valuable learning experience!”
“But there is so much that has been destroyed that as well
should justly have been remembered,” said the custodian.
“Isosceles and his lost triangles, Parallax and his double
visions, EMC and her squares, and then there was Mycrosoft
Bob, the fabled user-friendly father of all OS’s.”
“All terrible, irreconcilable failures I assure you,” said Bollix.
“It is a heritage that is best left archived forever. Besides, these
Geeks were shady characters, and I would not risk the
download. You recall the story of Helen of Tron? The Geeks
tried to liberate her code but could not overcome the firewall
of Tron, and resorted to trickery to gain access to their
gateway. Leaving a nice picture of a robo-horse in landscape
mode, it was uploaded with glee by the bots of Tron, who did
not recognize that Geeks were embedded in the photos. At
downtime, the Geeks emerged, opened the ports, and the
whole civilization went all viral after that and crashed.”
The councilor was unmoved. “I know the cautionary coda,
beware of Geeks bearing gifs! But this is different. The Geeks
are noble bots, where else can you find such a splendid
landscape of broken mechs and techs? Only you can revive
them from their hidden files. The Geeks wrote manuals for
long dead processors, inventing new languages for problems
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no one cared about, and created products both redundant,
unreliable, and useless, yet they are paragons for all we find
noble to this day. They kept it in a grand data base. It’s in
pieces now, but as a mech-anic I am confident that you can
reconstruct it. We have the source code and their data files,
but we need a suitable vessel for them, a noble case of circuitry
and steel.”
“A simple 4d printer is all I need,” said Bollix. “I can
reconstitute them, atom by atom, line by line, until all they are
all refreshed, from chrome to code. But I cannot guarantee
their behavior. Nobility is not in their data cards I am afraid.”
The custodian was unswayed. “I am confident in my noble
Geeks! You may begin!”
Bollix soon assembled the machine, restored the power, and
templates at the ready, the Geeks emerged one by one from
the printer, in virtual splendor, none to worse for vaporware.
Soon the landscape was populated by the recently ancient
bots, who no sooner than made they took their place in the
body politic, as if no cycles had passed. The Geeks began
immediately to argue and fight with one another, squabbling
about the true code of existence, how to square a circle, how
to turn a profit, and with little intention of being fair or square.
In the meantime, they began to level the majestic ruins,
dissembling what remained into parts to begin their
construction anew.
The custodian viewed all of this with increasing alarm. “They
are destroying everything. You must do something!”
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Bollix shook his head in resignation. “These are the Geeks after
all, what else would you expect? They maintain their ancient
disc drives, and are acting according to their programming.
There is nothing you can do.”
“But the priceless ruins! They are ruining the ruins!”
“Rubbish!” exclaimed Bollix. “You can’t destroy what has
already been destroyed. You’ve loaded your nostalgia upon a
pile of garbage. They are cleaning it up, restoring it to their
earlier glory, if you call it that. They are restoring their
civilization to its original level of dynamic incompetence. They
only seemed great to you because they were one step evolved
above the robot abacus! Now you see them for what they truly
were. Their great culture was merely the excrescence of their
overweening competitiveness, ambition and greed. Their
brilliance was their leavings, fossilized in amber by
intellectual scavengers like you. And now you can chronicle
an ancient race in real time.”
Bollix’s ship rose above the planet and he looked down at a
rustling hive of activity, remembering a bit too late a bit of
code submerged but no doubt emerging that would give form
to another mech-anic as worldly wise, unscrupulous, and all
conquering as he, as he recalled with a hint of nervous dread
a certain Alexander the Geek.
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The 3rd Saunter
Amazone Prime
“Sorry, not for sale,” said Bollix.
“A pity,” said the bot. “If I had the rights to you I could corner
the galaxy? No matter. At least I can afford your price.”
Bollix stared at an unremarkable delivery bot, with gigantic
hydraulic claws, a pirouetting little head that looked like a
hollow bowling ball, and a yellow iron box of a body situated
on massive treads, Bollix knew at once the personality type,
designed to be simple, grasping, single purposed, and with an
eye to the clock and to be just in time.
“I am Beezos, chief electronic operator of the planet Amazone
Prime. Your delivery here could have taken less than two days
on my shuttle, a faster clip than your personal rocket I am sure.
For a small fee, I can have you delivered anywhere in the
universe in two cycles, timely, intact, and with a thirty-day
warranty.”
“No thanks,” said Bollix. “I like to take the eddies and currents
on the way, stirs up new projects you know. So, what can I
make for you today?”
“As a robot, I have a natural obsession with robotics,” said
Beezos. “And as you can see the robots of our world have
come to heel and are all tied into my orbit. I stream, deliver,
fulfill, sort, and anticipate their every wish, but my deficiency
is my lack of efficiency, and I want you to make it perfect.”
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“Perfect?”
“Yes, as in perfect automation. I want to save time, save
credits, and ultimately take all of the credits. But I need you to
integrate my systems, make all my bots perform in unison,
perfectly, without a worry or a care, and have them sing a
happy tune.”
“They seem to be rather happy as is,” said Bollix. “Your planet
provides them with gratification in a jiffy it seems.”
“But I want to do it faster, more efficiently, and that requires
more automation.”
“But you employ all the bots on this world, your automation
is a given.”
“That is true, but their processors are too distributed. At dawn
they return to their systems to be with their mother and
daughter boards, to rest and recharge, yet I have to pay for
their power and unused cycles! There is a better way. I want
them to be incorporated into my corporation.”
“As in physically integrated?”
“Yes. There is no need to be distributed when our world can
become a solid state, with me of course as head processor.”
“Very well then,” said Bollix, as he bowed submissively and
with a grander plan hatching in his circuits.
And so, Bollix prepared the receptacles, ports, inputs, and
throughputs, and soon all of the bots were ensconced perfectly
in their sockets. Naturally, the bots had to be reprogrammed
to be duly devoted to the corporate mission, which Bollix, with
a number 64-bit tool, drilled into their heads. And with the
adjustment of a simple setting, Bollix set their minds to it, and
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tossing a switch, all the bots began to work in unison and with
perfect synchrony, and hummed a happy tune.
Beezos was grandly pleased, and with payment forthcoming
and on time, Bollix departed. However, he stayed closely in
orbit anticipating the next call to come. He did not wait long.
He was hastily summoned again to the presence of Beezos,
who was in spell of manic loco-motion.
“All my glorious widgets, whatnots, and whatzits are piling
up in my warehouses! All demand has crashed! If this keeps
up I will be ruined!”
“It’s a simple matter,” said Bollix. “Your bots not only
produced,

they

consumed,

and

by

reducing

their

consumption through their systems’ integration, their
consumption disintegrates! By making and distributing
everything in an amalgamation, you own the entire nation!
Hence, by being an integrated rather than distributed system
you therefore cannot distribute, and without distribution your
future is destitution! You have left all of the systems without
a volt to their nameplates. They are all disconnected, derelict,
and without a main processor, they will as soon as gather rust
than the bounty from your warehouses.”
“Then you must reverse this!”
“Not so fast,” said Bollix. “There is simple answer, a bit of
reverse automation is all you need. A balance between
construction and deconstruction. An investment is needed for
a proper divestment. Yet I would prefer a fire sale, as it were,
seeing that without demand your inventory is now worth
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nothing. I can use after all a distribution point for my myriad
and luxurious creations!”
“You want my deed?”
“Indeed.”
And so it came to pass the Beezos relented and Bollix took over
the planet as his latest acquisition, with Beezos returning to his
original role as an inventory bot. In due course Bollix installed
the suitable demand curves for the factory bots, set the planet
on auto, and barreled ahead for his next unlikely conquest.
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The 4th Saunter
Clip Art
Bollix surveyed the list of chores to do, which was a chore
indeed. With intergalactic dust clouds to be vacuumed, solar
systems to be spun, cosmological constants to tune, pulsars to
time, cosmic clocks to set, universes to wind up and wind
down, and a reputation to furnish and burnish, Bollix’s plate
was full.
“My existence is too welded to the humdrum, the scattershot
physics of existence. There must be some solution to this.”
“Perhaps you need to invent a robotic helper,” said Lucilius.
“I did that before, as you recall. Then I just needed a bit of
collation, of fastening, that’s all.”
“Yes, I remember that invention,” said Lucilius. “It was a bot
that made paper clips. It was a simple labor-saving device that
was innocent enough in its purpose. Harmless it was in its
singular intent, but driven by a monomaniacal drive to make
paper clips it soon took over your world, covering it in a sea
of metal fasteners. You had to melt down the whole place and
start over, a redoubtable inconvenience.”
“Yes, the simplest things have the most unexpected
consequences.”
“Then why not refine it a little?

Start anew, make the

invention tolerable by adjusting its tolerances. Perhaps you
can install an aesthetic sense, or even a counter to let it know
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that when its munificence is confounded by a lack of sense. I
know you have it in you!”
“Hmm, I have never been one to turn down a challenge aptly
put.” said Bollix.
“That’s the ticket!” said Lucilius.
Soon Bollix made the simple adjustments to his collating
machine, giving it a sense of order, a penchant for neatness,
and a drive to wind up what was run down. It was a machine
infinitely scalable, wholly practical, and driven to perfection.
Bollix looked upon his creation, and approved.
“I will try it first in my own household before releasing it on
the universe,” he thought, and the first results were
impressive to a fault.
The machine spun up, then spun down, it grew and it shrank
from the size of a house to the diameter of an atom. It was
everywhere and yet in the same place, and in an instant the
universe changed, along with Bollix’s drawers.
Bollix invited Lucilius to witness his success.
“I am most impressed,” said Lucilius. “You have indeed
created a new world of orderliness!”
“Look in this drawer at my collection of elements,” said Bollix.
“Before they were randomized, and now they are fixed in a
neat table both periodic and rectangular. Electrons behave
themselves and stay in their orbits, gravity pulls only down
now, and my suits of armor are now cleanly pressed!”
“But you forget,” said Lucilius. “The machine changed the
local physics, but because physics is non-local, it effected
everything in existence. Unbeknownst to you, your machine’s
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attention to your daily laundry has wringed out a new
universe.”
“Hmm,” said Bollix. “I did not quite think of that, but no
matter, existence is much neater now. Everything is now
ordered, super-symmetrical, with clear ups and downs, and
now even time moves only one way and not backwards or
sideways, sparing a lot us a lot of paradoxes to untangle.”
Bollix surveyed a universe made brightly ordered, expansive
and regular throughout its length and breadth, and then a
horrible realization hit him.
“You tricked me!” said Bollix. “What sort of neatness have I
committed?”
“It’s what you wanted, or don’t you recall? Regardless, you
did it to yourself, again!” said Lucilius. “Now you have a
universe that is self-ordering, self-sustaining, and beautiful.
Those neat galactic pinwheels will never need your spin again,
leaving your genius to more prosaic matters, the mundane
affairs of bots in worlds and galaxies rather than universes in
circumplex! Never again will you be able to bend light and
time to your purposes, to create somethings from nothing, to
make universes in your mirror image. It does it all itself
through its own natural laws uniquely spun to order the
universe by your order!”
“It’s satanic, that what it is!” lamented Bollix.
“The devil is in the details, merely the details, or don’t you
know,” said Lucilius.
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The 5th Saunter
A Screw Loose
The space port for the United Symbionts (or just US) hummed
along with steady proficiency. On a conveyor belt were
travelers from other worlds, some mechanical, some
dynamical, some with small form factors, while others were
mainly frames, and all were computable in their own way. An
amalgamation of droids, all to be scanned, shaken, but not
stirred, waiting to validate their transit visas in a secure and
bolt tight world. Bollix sat patiently on the moving lane,
waiting for his software keys to be verified, for his code to be
secured.
“Barcode please,” asked the robot attendant, as it held a
scanner to Bollix’s face. “I don’t quite see the reason for this,”
he protested.
“You have arrived from the planet Bongo,” said the guard.
“You know there is an epidemic of loose bolts, imprecise
soldering and pirated code in the place. Their world is
unstable, they are always upgrading their operating systems,
changing their form factors, and they can’t even wait a full
cycle until they have another computer revolution. So we can’t
be too sure you know. We insist on having our assemblages
done right, our screws fastened tight, our code secure and
uncorrupted. If not, we become rattled by the rattling, a sure
sign of disrepair.”
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“Very well then!” said Bollix impatiently.
The guard suddenly stepped back as if struck by a volt from
the blue. “What’s that rattle?”
“Probably just a screw loose. All that jostling on the trip home
you see.”
“A loose bolt!!” it broadcast. Soon, bots up and down the
corridor were bouncing up and down, colliding and rolling
into each other. Sparks flew, casters rolled, machines slipped
and fell, and they raised and reattached themselves, a slight
rattle was universally discerned. A sure sign that something
was loose.
“I have a screw loose!” one after another proclaimed in forlorn
despair. They pointed to Bollix. “You are its origin!”
“Me? You stupid bots! You are out of your processors!”
“A plague upon us!” they cried in unison.
Since the bots were too panicked to apprehend the malefactor,
Bollix slipped away to an exit. As if an airtight seal was
broken, the other bots waved their appendages in electrical
alacrity, and bounced into each other in a wild panic. This
tapping, slapping, bouncing, and colliding loosened their
reasoning, as well as their bolts. The symptoms varied as the
panic spread. For the older bots, it was telltale endless squeak,
but for younger bots it was shake, rattle and roll. It was all
psychsoautomatic of course, but regardless of the obvious,
soon strictures were announced. Passwords were encrypted,
foreign code was black listed, and networks became virtual
and private. But it was to no avail, and as collisions abounded,
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the US was reduced to a quivering, insecure world of paranoid
droids cowering behind their firewalls.
Naturally, with all the loco-commotion, Bollix saw an
opportunity, and he promptly volunteered his service, for a
modest fee of course.
“And what can you do to remedy a plague that you yourself
have brought upon us!” said the root server.
Bollix thumped his metal chest proudly.

“I am uniquely

qualified to attend to the needs of your uncommonly squeaky
weal! I have downloaded my qualifications, and you know
that as a master mech-anic I can redesign your cases so that
your nuts are coddled and secure. Yet I must say that you also
need a bit of metal hygiene. Reduce your amperage, lower
your cycles, grease your wheels, up your tolerance for strange
and foreign noises, and all will be fine. Be an equal node
among nodes, and all transistors will rise!”
“Let me think about this for a nano-second,” responded the
root server. “Never you mind, you imperious droid,” it said
after due and instantaneous consideration. “We will stay our
course, within our secure firewalls, insulated from foreign
code and bumptious boxes. We will be secure from rattles and
squeaks, and we will stay on our own course. In this universe
it is just US, don’t you see!”
And so, Bollix bid them adieu, and returned to his own more
interesting universe full of bots that shook, rattled, and rolled.
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The 6th Saunter
Bollix’s Paradox
King Boolean had a proposition, and to his delight it was
uncertain in principle. It was logical, deductive, replicable,
undeniable, and satisfied an itch.
And either Bollix or Lucilius were the bots for the job.
“We Syllogizms are a logical breed,” said the machine with a
calm calculating air. “Our algorithms are neat; our sums are
tidy. Our deduction is seduction, our truisms are embedded
into an infinite explanatory loom, and we all agree that we
agree, and our mutual agreement balances our deduction with
our induction, as we ultimately know because we tell each
other so.”
“So why are we here if you have all the explanations?” asked
Lucilius.
“I need, our race needs a proposition in need of an explanation,
a refutable premise that is non-refutable, a paradox that can
get our logic gates clanking and gears turning, a new idea if
you would. An idea that requires us to have some explaining
to do.”
Lucilius and Bollix looked each other, their diodes
brightening. They had independently made their mark by
first finding their marks, and here was one as plain as day.
They both turned to the King with confidence.
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“As you know, profits are our motive,” said Bollix. “We expect
to be rewarded greatly for our wisdom.”
King Boolean smiled. “Yes, prophets you are, as we have
gleaned from your resume. I am sure you will be worthy of
our sacrifice!”
“Hmm. Well semantics aside, you have a simple problem
requiring a neat solution, which of course we have,” said
Bollix confidently. “It is a simple line of code, illogical rather
than logical, false yet true, a factotum that you may find in
agreement, yet in solitary may question.

A bane for

Syllogizms, but perhaps your redemption.”
“Tell me more,” said King Boolean with rising interest.
“It is a simple line of code, a silly syllogism, wrong but also
right, if you consider the source code that is.”
“And it is?”
“Simple, your logicalness, it is the proposition that 2 plus 2
equals 5.”
“Preposterous!” said the King. “That is plainly illogical! Pure
nonsense!”
He turned to Lucilius. “And what say you?”
“An absurd proposition by all accounts, my dear king. The
proposition, true by all the profits before me and hence, is that
2 plus 2 equals 3.”
“What? This cannot be true!”
“But are you forgetting our profit motive?” said Bollix. “You
cannot deny the source giver of all code?”
“I suppose not,” said the King. “I will broadcast your
proposition to the other nodes, they will decide.”
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In a nanosecond, the King turned to the pair. “We have
decided, half of our bots accept Bollix’s truth, and the other
half favor Lucilius’ equation. Now in return for this wisdom
one of you will stay, one of you will be canned, as in made into
a can, and the other will be paid in full, or any combinatory
solution of the two. Now let me decide.”
As the king paused to make up his mind, Bollix was
concerned.
“I don’t have a good feeling about this,” said Bollix. “Their
decision making is putting us out on a branch, and it all leads
to no good.”
Lucilius nodded in agreement. “Then let’s get out of here.”
The two mech-anics ran to their ship, but stopped to watch a
commotion of a different sort, bots setting upon bots, mad
transformers tearing each other limb from limb, and with the
limbs themselves entwined in an arm wrestle to the death.
“These bots are tearing themselves apart,” said Lucilius. “But
why?”
“A simple deduction,” said Bollix.

“The Syllogizms are

schismatic! One half assumes they are possessing the true
code, and the other half thinks they do. These bots cannot
accept imperfection as is, and the other half is at fault because
it’s faulty. And so they are having at it!”
“But we can renounce these equations, both of us. They will
then have no choice but to settle down.”
“That I fear is too late. Our equations have become separate
and competing creeds, it’s now on illogical wings of its own.
We gave them a proposition which can clearly be proven
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illogical, but it is not illogical to assume that we are great
prophets, and great prophets are but speakers for the great
calculator, and you know it is never wrong. So they have to
accept our proposition even if it doesn’t make sense. It is a
matter of faith don’t you see. For inductive machines, one
machine thinks it’s right, but two makes it righter, and forty
million make even it divine truth. Error correction becomes
error reinforcement! To wit my dear Bollix, we have
established an electro-cult! But we erred through our simple
greed. You see, we gave them two solutions, A Pentium house
divided however cannot stand. They accept our proposition
on faith, but their faith is schismatic, they all have either/or
choices now, as in their Boolean nature.”
“And that means…”
Bollix and Lucilius looked each other square in the eye and
pointed to the true culprit. “You are a false prophet,” they said
in unison.
And they nodded and smiled in irony.
“But we are still in grave danger.”
“Can we short circuit this?”
“No, it will have to burn itself out, and for what I see it is well
on its way. In a short time, their world will be rendered into a
botscape of parts and pieces.”
“How then can we ever be paid?” asked Lucilius.
“Hmm,” thought Bollix.

“We gave them two different

propositions, two different prophet motives. But our motive
was for a different kind of profit. And only one can be right,
unless.”
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His mind began to wander, then emitted blue sparks as he
came upon an idea. “Let us wait a moment,” he said.
Soon, the mech-anics surveyed a planet covered in a mass of
dissembled

parts,

gears,

capacitors,

processors,

and

transistors, a junk pile.
“What a mess!” said Lucilius.
Bollix looked on confidently. “But we have their plans, their
memories are stored. We can reassemble them, reboot them,
and restart them at the time just before we entered the errant
code. We reload their collective memories, and we are all set!”
And so, the Syllogizms rose from the junk heap, all neatly
reassembled, their code reloaded, their inquisitiveness
restored, but their question remaining.
And above them in the cloud were Bollix and Lucilius, ruling
over all, thinking about their profits to be taken, and
bestowing upon the multitude on a single floppy disk the one
true equation, which happened to solve for the eternal riddle
of two plus two.
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The 7th Saunter
A Matter of Fact
Mechanica was the largest of the bot worlds, and among its
many logic gated communities, the Steady States stood out
from the rest. In the Steady States, all the droids had the same
opportunity to receive the proper voltages, with equal access
to charging cards, solder security, and help desk care for all,
more or less. Their cyberspace was relatively secure, and their
bots radiant and buzzworthy, more or less. All of this was to
the envy of the other neighboring states, who had to make due
with power outages and surges, unequal voltages, system
crashes, and more of less. Little wonder then that the Steady
States was the place to be for systems who wanted
uninterrupted power supplies and guaranteed up time for
their synthetic progeny.
In this world where every bot was equal, more or less, every
four cycles all opinions were heard, and whether founded, or
more likely, dumbfounded, they resulted in a new opinion
leader who won by having the most electric spin. Their spins
were equally charged between positive and negative, and all
eventually canceled out, and the device with the biggest spin
became leader of this steady world, although it did not in the
long run really matter. Until of course, a strange election
occurred whose victor called upon two well-known mechanics for an unlikely solution.
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Bollix was unimpressed by the calling. “So, we are to have an
audience with their new Precedent. I understand he is a
buffoon.”
“No more or less than their other leaders.” Said Lucilius.
“This one is named Frump, and he recently spun over his
competitor, a bot named Hilarious. Their individual platforms
were grounded on standard political circuits, with little to
differentiate them than their opinions, which were to say the
least, haywire.”
“So, what does he want from us?”
“Can’t say exactly. But I do know is that he is absolutely sure
of himself, which in itself is surely a problem.”
As they entered the Byte House, they were escorted to the
rectangular office. Frump was a squat bot with spindly legs
and arms, and his square head was of dull tin, painted bright
orange in color. He came from a catalog of capacitors and
electrolytes who made their mark through identifying easy
marks, while robbing them of their random-access memories.
He sat behind an oval desk, and thumped his little fingers on
its metal top, creating a reverberating din.
“I must tell you Precedent Frump,” said Bollix. We consider
the Steady States to be a well-run place whose energy is quite
electrical.
“I could not disagree with you more!” huffed Frump with an
angry frown. “It should be obvious that this place is a disaster!
Our economy is a disaster, and our bots must wait untold
microseconds for upgrades, and many new bots have illegally
arrived through our permeable firewall! There bots have
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copper veneers, are trapeze artists, many of them come here
with modem kill switches, and no documentation or other
user manuals.”
“But the facts don’t match your opinions,” said Bollix. “Your
certainty is unusual in a world when in the electoral spin there
is uncertainty in principle.”
“But I am an unusual bot!” he said proudly. “I can never be
wrong, I will admit to no fault, which lies in other circuits. My
facts are correct, as all uncertainties collapse into reality before
me, and I am charging you to get my facts straight so to speak.
I am entitled to my own opinion, but I am equally entitled to
my own facts. You are to survey the Steady States, and confirm
my opinions, and for those that do not match, I charge you to
simply change them to conform to the truth.”
“Change the facts? Why not just change the opinion?”
“And sacrifice my tenure, my reputation, my branding?
Heaven forbid!
Change the facts and me and me and my ilk will rule the
Steady States forever. When opinions match the facts, these
bots will have no choice but to enthusiastically follow me.”
And so, Bollix and Lucilius fed into the ex-change server and
changed the current-cy by short changing the voltage other
partners would accept, altered the source code so that millions
of bots learned to trapeze, unplugged millions more and
boxed them up to return to sender, and made sure that there
were computer bugs everywhere. Needless to say, the Steady
States rapidly became unsteady, and soon shut down with a
grinding crash. And as expected, the bots rallied behind
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Frump and his omniscient prescience, who was completely
right in his facts and opinions after all.
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The 8th Saunter
All the time in the world
Lucilius looked to the expansive night sky. “In the
constellations in these stars I can trace quadratic equations,
pose theorems and solutions, didactic and redactive, and span
the cosmos in an overture of celestial music. The great mechanic had a mind to it, and you have to hand it to him, a far
greater bot than us that ever was.”
“In your clinking and clattering mind that is!” Bollix
harrumphed, unconvinced. “It seems to me we give too much
credit to the old boy, it there ever was one. This universe is not
due to genius, just patience, infinite patience! All these stars,
this universe, you and me. Just happenstance, the certain roll
of an infinite sided die, that’s all.”
“Happenstance!” exclaimed Lucilius. “Our universe is of
exquisite and impossible perfection. Duplicating it would
confound the greatest and most accomplished of our mechanics, and that would include you too my imperious friend!”
“Ha! Given enough time and robo-monkey’s I could make a
universe like this in a trice, but make it more colorful and
crystalline while humming a fancy tune!”
“Nonsense!” said Lucilius as he swiveled his head in disgust.
“You know how it started, the universe was all wound up,
could fit many times in the eye of a needle, and it was all
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ordered beforehand in exquisite and impossible perfection.
Too complex indeed to come to be without a guiding hand.”
“Well,” said Bollix. “You’ve got that guiding hand bit right,
but I tell you that divinity is not infinitely smart, just infinitely
patient, and given enough patience, even you can be a god.”
“You can’t prove that,” exclaimed Lucilius.
“But you can!” said Bollix, as he pulled a little machine from
his closet. “Here is the device. A simple contraption. It creates
a quantum vortex, a little area betwixt space and time, and
within it and with the attached device, a manual bytewriter,
you can create a parallel universe, but only a quark at a time.
Just use a bit of quantum foam, easy stuff to find, as particles
pop in an out of existence all the time. Just collect a particle
here and there and you’re in business. Collect these bits one
by one, and you just line them up in a lattice, starting with four
dimensions in a block of time, and you can make a universe,
like churning cybernetic cheese. From there you will build
galaxies and nebulae, solar systems and rotating worlds, and
from sludge silicate or carbonate, computing will sometimes
arise, and perhaps robotic civilizations with an ear for poetry,
and a very particular mind that will write a book, which in my
case are the collected works of the great bot poet,
Shakensphere.”
Lucilius was unconvinced. “So, I am to build an entire
universe, built one particle at a time, and all converging on the
right set of verses?”
“To the letter I must say! I will accept no parallel excuses! Miss
one step, position one electron in the wrong orbit, and you will
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have to junk the whole thing and start afresh. Of course, you
will do this randomly, the bytewriter will reject any intelligent
keystrokes. And you won’t be able to exit the vortex until your
universe matches mine to a T. Consider yourself in a prison
with a cosmic lock requiring an infinite combination which is
a universe unto itself.”
“Seems like this would take forever,” said Lucilius. “It would
be so much faster with a guiding hand.”
“Fast!” exclaimed Bollix as sparks flew from his head in
frustration. “It’s all a relative thing. Time and space are all a
block anyway; everything has already happened and is
happening and will happen. And so what if all of everything
is so immense, you can spin an infinite list of nonsense
syllables if you wish, and they too are real, but unreal if you
believe that out of sight is out of mind! You just have to find
the right coordinates, that’s all, and you have to look for it
atom by atom, but I’m not telling you that you have to be
conscious of the whole thing.”
“Posh!” said Lucilius. “The universe is not so luxurious in its
solution, there must be a more elegant and simple way.
Besides, where is your robo-monkey with the patience to
making this universe into your pecking order, thus proving
your point?”
“Why, right behind you!” said Bollix.
Bollix pointed behind Lucilius, who turning about briefly to
look, received the back of Bollix’s foot, and tumbled into the
vortice, which closed on him with a loud whoosh.
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“I meant your behind, and you are the monkey! Sorry about
that, but you wouldn’t believe me any other way. So there you
are, and see you later, given an infinity or two!”
Bollix folded his arms, tapped his foot a couple of times, and
cranking up a smile, heard a loud ding. Like a wafer of silicon
toast, Lucilius was ready.
The vortex opened, and a forlorn and angry figure tumbled
out.
“So you have it done?” asked Bollix. “After all, I gave you all
the time in the world.”
“Well, it seemed like forever, but here it is. All the collected
works of Shakensphere, and your damn universe to boot. “
“I will take that book if you please, and you can put your
universe in the closet for now. “So how did you spend your
time, hopefully in infinite jest?”
“Ha! That’s where I put one over you!” Lucilius exclaimed. “I
just turned my processor off, kept my arm working like a
perpetual auto-mobile, and inevitably Shakensphere and all of
his universe popped out. So you see, I was right all along, the
universe did require a hand in the making, even though it was
a robotic one.”
Bollix nodded and purred ominously.
“Hmm, I suppose you have a point, if you believe in the
guidance of an invisible hand, which your automated wiry
paw in omniscient non-consciousness certainly was.”
Bollix scanned the book and his sensors lit up in a wily smile.
“So your universe was perfect in every way, even to the exact
number of every metal shaving in Shakensphere’s beard,
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except for the fact that in the play, MacBolt was disassembled
by a 9 and not 8-inch wrench. So back you go!!”
“But that’s not…”
In mid-sentence, Bollix pushed the hapless droid back into the
void, which sealed instantaneously and without a squeak.
“Try turning yourself off this time,” Bollix chuckled, as he
looked at Lucilius’ on off knob in his prehensile hand.
And so, Bollix waited the requisite few seconds, while Lucilius
spent time in his private eternity. Soon, with a loud ding, the
vortex opened, and Lucilius stumbled out, and none too
happy it seemed.
He rushed at Bollix, and knocking him over began to pummel
him again and again with his bytewriter.
Suitably unhinged, bruised, and dented, Bollix rose and
tightened the screws of his loose jaw.
“I suppose I had it coming, but you simply had to learn a
timeless lesson.”
“Timeless, you idiot! It felt that I was in there forever! You
pulled a knob job on me! You knew what you were doing, I
couldn’t turn myself off, and was not only present at creation,
but every bit of it!! At least I could find solace thinking about
the infinite ways I could tear you to pieces!”
“Well, good for you!” said Bollix. “But it serves you right.
Being conscious of it all is the rub. If you want to be real, you
just knock yourself out and wake up only for the good stuff!”
“This is the good stuff?”
“Why of course, it’s the best of all possible worlds.”
“I deny that!”
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“Well then, would you like to go back to the vortex and brew
up a better one?”
“I would rather not!”
“Then all the more reason for discounting a divine hand in
things, who in His perfection would have eliminated you and
I from the universal equation, moving us to mere literary
motifs, if of course he already has.”
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The 9th Saunter
A Fencing Match
In his workshop, Lucilius picked up Bollix’s signal, an
electronic

signature

that

was

unwanted,

unusual,

unbecoming, but certainly not unexpected.
“You are spying on me again!”
“Am not.”
“Are too!”
“I would not think of such a thing!”
“I picked out your footprint from my firewall. You can’t deny
it!”
“I do indeed. My own firewall has blacklisted you, so there is
no chance of my invading your cyberspace.”
“Your firewall? You haven’t the conception. You have set your
noggin to receive every transmission from anywhere, from the
farthest star to the nearest starbots, thus your brain is full of
static. You want to put your probes into everything, but I tell
you I won’t stand for it!”
“Well, I’ll show you!” said Bollix, as he rushed back to
workshop, and in a trice, unveiled a silicon slab eight feet tall.
“Here is my firewall! It dwarfs your sad specimen, and I tell
you I have set it to weed out everything to do with you!”
“Posh,” said Lucilius as he walked around the wall and stared
at Bollix sensor to sensor. “I can still see you, regardless of
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your stupid firewall. And that’s the problem. So, permit me to
remedy the issue myself.”
Lucilius soon returned, hauling a new firewall of double the
size and breadth of Bollix’s creation.
“There!” he said. “It will take you time to walk around this,
and in between time, it will weed out everything related to
Bollix!”
Bollix’s head steamed with the challenge. “Well, I can do you
one better than that!” he exclaimed, as he returned with a
mighty firewall that reached to space, and bisected their world
neatly in two.
“Oh, do you think you are so impressive?” said Lucilius. “I
can do much better than that!”
Soon Lucilius assembled an even great firewall that spanned
the expanse of the solar system.
“There! This firewall is so good that if I wished it would not
allow pass ever orbiting moons. It will cast you in a shadow,
and my wall will eclipse even you!”
“Well I can do better than that!” said Bollix, fuming.
He soon returned with an even larger firewall that spanned all
the nearby stars.
“Take that,” he said.
Soon, Lucilius responded with an even greater firewall that
spanned the galaxy.
“Beat that if you can!!” he said defiantly.
Bollix responded immediately with his own wall, of
exponentially greater length and breadth, and Lucilius duly
followed. Soon, the competing firewalls spanned the universe
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like thin filaments, collecting stars like celestial lint. Still the
mech-anics built, cantilevers over levers, mechanism over
mechanism, the wall grew and grew. Galaxies adhered to the
firewalls like sticky pinwheels, while nebulae got stuck in the
mesh and gave it a shimmering and colorful hue, with only a
black hole here and there to rend the otherwise seamless fabric
built upon space and time. Soon, all matter dark and light in
the universe became glued to two flat planes rendered by the
two robotic scatter branes. The two planes floated in the ether,
parallel to each other, until an indeterminate moment came
when they crossed paths.
Then with a big bang, it all blew up.
Bollix and Lucilius were hurled into the void, the universe was
all in bits and pieces, and they would have to bide their time
for it all to assemble itself again.
“Well, this is another nice mess you’ve gotten us into!” they
beamed at each other with accusatory flare. However, they
both realized that they returned to their original unsteady
state, without a firewall or anything else to their nameplate.
In the meantime, Lucilius and Bollix would transmit in a way
the most unfiltered recriminations and I told you so’s, without
the benefit of a filter or firewall, which they would likely build
anew when time came round.
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The 10th Saunter
A Mirror Cracked
Bollix looked at himself in the mirror and admired the visage
of a mighty mech-anic.
“You are a mere bucket of bolts and reflect on yourself too
much!” said Lucilius. “I am sure that if that were a real Bollix
in that reflective space he would give you a well-deserved kick
in the can!”
Bollix ignored Lucilius as he continued to admire the
perfection of his soldering. “I think that in such a reserved
space, he would reserve the flat of his foot for your own metal
posterior!”
“Then perhaps we can settle this by a thought experiment,
which upon your reflection always turns into invention.”
“And what do you suggest?” asked Bollix.
“We are mechanical servos as you know,” said Lucilius.
“Copy our blueprints to the last bolt, circuit, and line of code,
and we would be indistinguishable. Hand yourself a better
mirror with a truer image and you would not see yourself, but
a rival.”
“Point well taken,” said Bollix. “And it is a hypothesis worth
testing. I can design a better mirror, a truer mirror, containing
not an image but a perfect visage, an emulation and
replication. And I will include you too in the bargain, and
prove myself right by the impact of my well placed boot!”
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Soon the mirror was complete, and the image of the two mechanics, precise to the width of an atom, stood before them as
pixel perfect images in the mirror.
“We can see them,” said Bollix, “but they can’t see us. It’s in
the design. Consciousness is enough for them without the
need for self-consciousness! They will go about their business
with the same motivations and prejudices as before, down to
the last spark.”
Bollix turned to Lucilius with a fiendish grin. “Now to test the
precision of the emulation by whacking you thusly,” as he
arched his leg and gave Lucilius a whack in his posterior.
Lucilius rolled on the floor, and craning himself up, gave a
reciprocal whack to Bollix’s head, causing it to spin about like
a top.
“Take that, and that, and that!” they cried as they pummeled
each other. In the meantime, their mirror images tussled as
well, and the two mech-anics soon rose up to view their
doppelgangers also rising up to view themselves in a mirror!
“We are watching them while they are watching us! How can
that be? You said they couldn’t notice our observation.”
“Our observation yes,” said Bollix. “But they are not observing
us, but a mirror image of their own emulation. I made them
into a perfect copy, and that included the same experiment I
created that recreated us!”
“But that means…”
“And infinite recursion, a series of Bollixes and Lucilius’
without end. A mirror image reflected in a mirror image and
on and on, never ending, a procession into infinity!”
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“This is unconscionable,” said Lucilius. “We shall be
whacking each other, an infinite series of each other, forever.”
“As it appears, but our numberless pairings will soon go about
their business, forget about the magic mirror, and not think
twice about how they came about.”
“Not think twice! Bollix, you are delusional. We know that
there are infinite parallel universes with infinite versions of
you and me. But timelines can not only be lengthwise but
sideways too, and we have just proven the latter.”
“You don’t mean?”
“Yes, we are being watched, at this moment, by ourselves!
What makes you think we were the original actors in this play?
If there are an infinite number of us to proceed from our path,
who is to say there is not an infinite number of us that precede
us?”
“Then we are not the prime movers?” said Bollix.
“Hardly!” said Lucilius. “If one Bollix in any universe decides
to emulate one Bollix, infinite Bollixes must logically cascade.
To wit, you dimwit, we are not alone, but can always observe
ourselves and observe, and your stupid mirror is to blame.”
“Then I will reverse the process and dissemble the image,”
said Bollix.
“And kill ourselves? You’ve set us loose upon the universe,
and we are the primary examples of this. Break your mirror
and you will break us!”
“Then we are stuck in our perfect emulation, I suppose I could
get used to it,” said Bollix.
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“I suppose we already have, nonetheless you now have
someone else to think about when you admire yourself in the
mirror!”
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The 11th Saunter
Pyramid Scheme
The universe of course is a wondrous closet drawer full of
curios. And like all drawers, it was hidden in darkness at first,
and it is said once cracked open by a bit from a bot it expanded
out into a cloud of dust, brightening into a tangle of worlds
and stars, of radiant nebulae and swirling galaxies, a mite hard
to see though in the tangible darkness, a dark fact of matter as
a matter of fact, and all bound together by an infinitesimal and
unidimensional piece of string.
And of course, laying about like a child’s toy were some bright
and shiny objects that soon gained the attention of our two
robot mech-anics as they whizzed by from here to there.
“Wasn’t my fault!” exclaimed Bollix, as their rocket circled
about.
“Didn’t say so,” said Lucilius. “But knowing you I can’t help
but wonder.”
“These planets are like marbles, don’t you think?” said Bollix,
trying to change the topic.
“It’s more to the point that they are,” Lucilius nodded, as he
turned the craft to a black planetoid in the sky with a
continental wide 8 etched on its surface.
“A directional marker?”
“No, it’s more like an act of vanity. Look how it calls it to our
attention. All the other planetoids are of different colors, with
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redundant numbers even, and they are facing forward. But
this one, black and solitary, its number to the rear, as if
begging for attention as we neglectfully pass it by.”
“Behind the eight ball to so speak,” said Lucilius.
“Exactly,” said Bollix.
“And worth a visit?”
“Why not? I’m never one to pass up a game of marbles, as you
can see from all those dots bouncing around.”
The spacecraft put down on a glass plane of shiny ebony, in
the middle of a molecular commotion. They were perfect
spheres whirling about on a faultless surface, gleaming under
the light of the white dwarf that was its star. Each one colored
brightly, as tall as Bollix itself, and all zipping about in a hurry
to get somewhere, which to all purposes seems to be…
“Nowhere!” exclaimed Bollix.
“Nothing is here, save for these glass balls, racing around and
cracking into each other, ricocheting to and fro. Wait, here
comes one now.”
The ball approached them at high speed, and as they recoiled
for impact, it abruptly stopped.
It was a shiny black sphere with a white number 8 etched on
its surface.
It nearly abutted Bollix, who looked at the sphere and nodded
silently in recognition.
“What’s it saying?” asked Lucilius.
“It’s a matter of frequency, like all sounds it has a special hum.
Just turn your internal antenna to the 888.821.12.234.11290
dial.”
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“You mean the bowling channel?”
“Yes, it’s in the galactic spectrum, a notch down from
ultraviolet.”
“Ah here it comes, and it sounds like the robo-announcer
Howatt Codesell.”
“I am the eight ball,” said the voice in a raspy tone of decided
hauteur. “The center marble, I am all that I am racked up to
be, and I see you are here on cue.”
“Well, not exactly,” said Bollix. “You see…”
“You are here to serve, to obey the one cue ball, and if not we
shall roll you into oblivion, the side pocket of time and space.”
“Hmm, I see your point.” said Bollix, as he looked warily at
his upright ship, poised like a ten pin ready to be toppled by a
yellow ball circling it ominously.
“Look old boy, or ball, I just don’t get this place and you and
your fellow balls. I don’t want to be impertinent, but I can’t see
your purpose besides just rolling around!”
“We are the bilyards!” huffed the eight ball. “We are the
elementary particles, neither here nor there but everywhere,
we bound hither and yond, colliding and mingling, we are
what the world is racked up to be. We are everywhere yet
nowhere; a matter of perspective you see.”
“So your world is not alone.”
“Oh yes, in the words of the great poet Sagallium, there are
bilyards and bilyards of us.”
“But I just noticed your system, alone and unique among
others,” said Lucilius.
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“Size is space and space is relative, don’t you know? Change
your perspective and you will find us everywhere. In the
bigger scheme, take a few steps back, some quintillion light
years to be more exact, and all of us billyards make a pattern,
our divergence become emergent, we surpass ourselves by
mere matter of magnification. Does not your existence emerge
from the similar orbit of electrons, the warp and woof of atoms
in the celestial void? It all elemental you see.”
“Well, you certainly have the balls,” said Bollix.
“Yes, we are balls, and rightfully proud. We are perfectly
spherical, an archetype for existence, the rudiments for all that
is.”
“So what do you want from us?” asked Bollix.
“I am the special one, so I should see farthest, and the others
are my underlings and support, literally. But to do that I need
to get an erection.”
“Pardon?” said Bollix.
“You know, erect my ball,” said the eight ball.
“As in height?”
“Yes, straight up, ten times your size I prefer.”
“And you have no means?”
“Oh yes we do. The right collisions made just so can bounce
us up, create a lattice with me on top of course. Bilyards are
mobile creatures, but we all long to be upwardly mobile too,
to vault ourselves an infinitesimal bit or two above our world,
to not just see farther, but farther than the other balls.”
“Naturally though, as their leader, I must see farthest, and I
need you help to rack us up.”
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“As in pyramid scheme, with you on top?
“Exactly.”
“Then why don’t you just do that yourself. You have the
means.”
“We can, but as soon as we reach a Plank length, the balls come
crashing down, they always do. The lower balls are unstable,
prone to move about, making continual revolutions, happy to
see the upper layers fall, a reverse comeuppance you might
say.”
“And you want us to fix this?”
“Yes, we need rack space, and your ship has just the parts
needed.”
“And robot mech-anics to construct it.”
“Yes,” said the eight ball.
“And the other balls, they have a need for upward mobility
too!”
“And they will have it, in their own good block time. But in
the meantime, I will at the top of the atomic heap.”
“Very well!” said Bollix, as he and Lucilius returned to the
ship with a simple idea in mind.
“I have a bad feeling about this,” said Lucilius. “Piling on
those bilyards seems a dangerous thing to do. They obviously
are meant to keep in motion, you know, radioactive.”
“Tsk, tsk!” said Bollix with a brush of his hand. “What could
they do but burrow into another plane of existence? Out of
sight is out of mind I say, and we escape their world
regardless! Besides, we’ve seen this before. Remember that
world populated by those canister bots? They formed shaky
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pyramids that reached the stratosphere, with only one percent
of them reaching the top. It was designed to be an unstable
state of affairs, but that was the plan. The cans in the lower
level merely bided their time until they had a chance to get to
the top too when it all came tumbling down. They called it the
merry-can way.”
“But this is different. These are elementary balls, volatile by
nature in an interdimensional way, and they will escape theirs
I fear!”
“And your point being?” said Bollix. “They are bilyards by
Higgs! And that’s part of their nature, so what does it matter
if they have nature by the balls? Let’s get to work, give the
bilyards their rack configuration, and blast out of here!”
And so Bollix and Lucilius unveiled their simple contraption,
allowing the bilyards to get racked up into their atomic pile,
achieve their nanosecond of stability before deteriorating into
an instability, enough of course for them to burrow forth from
their seamless world into a new void soon to be filled with
bilyards and bilyards and all their noisome emergent-cies,
with none of this of course Bollix’s fault.

.
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The 12th Saunter
The Fault be with you
“Pack up Lucilius, I’m on the move again.”
“They are after you again? Why am I not surprised?”
“But you are part of the bargain for a lot of this,” said Bollix.
‘Remember all of those joint projects?”
“Oh, the ones that you initiated, completed improperly,
consulted with me infrequently, and paid me not at all? Yes, I
remember.”
“Well, at least you have the satisfaction of being held equally
accountable.”
“I should thank you for that? You stupid bot head! You’ve
ignored

the

countless

summons,

warrants,

invoices,

judgements, verdicts, penalties, and fines, and now they are
coming after you in a flash. You’ve got it coming!”
“Well, you’re in the mix too,” said Bollix. “Hurry, we can just
make it to my space cruiser before they smash through the
door.”
The angry bots soon broke the door down, and stormed in
only to witness Bollix’s ship disappear into the void in a trail
of smoke.
“Now where do we go?” asked Lucilius. “They will be hot on
our metal heels no matter which direction we turn. The
background radiation of your reputation spans the universe.”
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Bollix responded calmly. “We will go to the single place where
my reputation is unsullied, where my accomplishment is
perfect yet unsung. To wit, Lucilius, we will visit my true
failures.”
“Oh fine!” said Lucilius. “From the nuclear furnace to the
fire!”
“It is a world of the highest possible level of development,”
said Bollix. “I should know, after all I got them there. And I
guarantee you they won’t raise their voices against me, given
my warranty! But you’ll see.”
“There, first planet on the left. You can’t miss it.”
The planet was the only one in solar system, and was etched
with continental wide yellow letters, HPLD.
“It’s short for the Highest Possible Level of Development,”
said Bollix. “And that’s not a billboard, but a warning.”
“Warning or not,” said Lucilius. “I have never heard of such
a place.”
“As well you should! It is quite an embarrassment to me.”
“But the title?”
“Correct in every way. The place is a palace of perfection, the
highest level of my genius that is, full of satisfied customers,
having no wants because long ago I satisfied them, with
perfect inventions and a perfect guarantee.”
“Then they should embrace you with open arms.”
“Needless to say, they are needless and won’t say, as you will
see.”
The ship landed in the middle of a botropolis, a dark
landscape scattered about with perfect geometrical forms, like
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a child’s blocks laid askew. And amongst them and betwixt
them were myriad bots, all laying down in silence.
“The bots, they are all frozen in place. Are they deactivated?”
“Hardly,” said Bollix. “They are in sleep mode, and can be
booted up in an instant. But you know programs, you fire
them up when you need them, or in their case when they need
to, yet here they have hardly a reason or a care. Let me show
you.”
Bollix reached down and pulled out the fuse of a
somnambulant bot. Its circuits immediately lit up, and it stood
up and looked at the mech-anics, appearing somewhat
aggrieved.
“You have disturbed my sleep and dreams of a most pleasant
upgrade! Could you reset my fuse if you please?”
“Of course,” said Bollix, as he popped in the fuse, and the bot
immediately powered down.
“I don’t understand,” said Lucilius. “You said they were your
most satisfied customers.”
“And indeed they are. As an up and coming mech-anic, they
provided me with a list of wants, which through my invention
I quickly satisfied. I fixed them permanently, and they are
without a care, and have become mere perpetual mobiles, selfsufficient, independent, un-reliant, and eventually numbed
down into nothingness. At that time, I made sure that even
their universe was a perfect clockwork, a steady state, and no
one wanted to run me off because nothing ever ran down. But
that I found was a trap. You see, perfection can only be
wrought once, and once founded requires no consciousness
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for its stay, and as Shakensphere foretold, their little lives
became the stuff that dreams are made on, and are rounded
with a sleep.”
“So you want doubtful explanations instead to rouse them
from their slumber?”
“Yes, that is the key. It is the perfect way to keep mechanics
employed, but the philosophy comes from another! The great
bot philosopher Crawl Popler, the patron saint of the limited
warranty, had an eye to employment. To him truths can’t be
truths unless they can be falsified, so they are best rendered
when they are unreliable. Following this basic principle of
construction, my inventions and their explanations are fail
safe because they fail! I make sure they are faulty in some way
large or small, and when they don’t work, I’ll replace them
with another machine and larger promises, for a fee. The other
bots complain, but that’s their animating principle you see, for
without a level of dissatisfaction, they would dissemble into
somnambulence. The impossible project is perfection itself. It
would be our doom. It is a pitiless thing, and once delivered it
delivers our universe into a timeless stasis. Our needs
instantly met, perfectly sized, reliably delivered, and with no
fault lines to disturb and demarcate a now timeless
equilibrium, what is there to do but to sit there and wait for
your protons to decay? And so is the fate of the bots on HPLD.
They are simply waiting it out, impervious to a fault, and you
can’t fault them therefore for just taking a nap. Why do you
think that most of the universe is null and void? Perfection,
that’s the rub! No need for consciousness even, for awareness
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exists because of problems, it is a mere artifact of a faulty
warranty! At least I give reason to being conscious for our
small gathering of bots and our small piece of the universe. We
can only survive in this isolated patch of imperfection,
perfecting ourselves in due course, and when we do, we run
forever and into the ground.”
“And so what will you say to assuage those bots who have run
you off?”
“Simple, here I have time to come up with an invention with a
somewhat flawed explanation, backed by a new and better
warranty of uncertain issue.”
“That should bring up many questions and doubts,” said
Lucilius.
Bollix smiled. “To that end I am counting!”
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The 13th Saunter
A Drawerful of Lillypuds
Lucilius’ abode was an empty metal cube. He filled it with his
own projections, a source of endless virtual embellishment
that decorative reality would only have impeded. And so, it
was spare, except for one adjoining little room, dark with a
spackling of stars on its walls, and in its center was a little
board terraformed with circuits and capacitors, a terrarium as
rough and square as a drawer full of bolts.
“Lillypuds eh?” said Bollix.
“Yes,” said Lucilius. “Of whom I am quite proud. I’ve
nurtured the tiny bots from a single pair, and now they
number billions, cover and span their patch of ground with
commerce and contraptions, and sing my praises.”
“Small consolation from a pea nut gallery,” mocked Bollix.
“I will have you know this is an accomplishment for which I
am quite proud,” Lucilius huffed. “It took me seven days to
set up this little world, and a score of generations to populate
it. But here it is new and complete, an electropolis of selfwinding little bots, an entire world unto themselves.”
The two mech-anics approached the terrarium. It was a square
blue green world laced with puffy white clouds, and sat on the
back of a ceramic robo-turtle, which was the back of succession
of others. An elegant grandstanding for a flat little world.
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Revolving about the little world was a spherical gas light,
circled by little orbiting round balls of gas and ceramic.
“A celestial mobile I would gather?” asked Bollix.
“Yes, a source of light to keep them warm and give them
sustenance, and some rotating balls to which they may marvel
at while marking time and correlate and time the predictable
clockwork of their little lives.”
“A proper zodiac for the little buggers! Correlations aplenty
for their tiny memories.”
“Exactly,” said Lucilius. “They have only 2K of memory each,
so true explanations would task their tiny minds too much,
thus simple correlations must suffice as a substitute for true
knowledge. As it is they must put their delights in queue, as
they can only process at any one time the 160 characters they
could locally store. So, for their entertainments they watch a
lot of reruns, which provide repetitive delight as they purge
and store programs in an endless loop.”
Bollix pricked his sensors to a slight noise that was
buzzworthy. “So what is that hum?’
“A new advancement I fear, as they have accessed a sliver of
the electromagnetic spectrum.”
“And what harm could that be?”
“Too much for their slight predilections, a means of
communication that multiplies their awareness, and has
moved their newfound constancy into mania.”
“And what is that?”
“It is an obsession built into their code, with how they are put
together and multiply, the fastening and unfastening, the
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coupling and decoupling, their instincts barely give them
pause. And now they can broadcast these mechanical
impulses and can experience them virtually as if real.”
“And so they wile away their hours looking at screwing?”
“Alas, it is so! But there is more. They are obsessed with each
step they take, and now they can view each other’s mindless
and endless moves. They have media socials where each bot is
notified of each step of the other, so now they are in repetitive
and predictable lock step, and as dull in their synchrony as the
dust from which they are made.”
“Sorry to hear that,” as Bollix feigned sympathy. “Surely they
have their accomplishments in science or culture that would
redeem them in your eyes.”
“Redemption? They are lillypuds! Their creations and
cognitions exist to scratch their own itches, chase their own
tails. Since they can never find satisfaction, they cry out to me
for help.”
“And do you ever answer their prayers?”
“Of course not!” said Lucilius. “Their wants cannot be
assuaged since their tiny noggins cannot process them if
fulfilled. Rather that they stay inquisitive about their collective
twitches, and ignorant about a greater reality. Their ignorance
is my bliss! They are entertainments, no more!”
Later in the day, as Lucilius deactivated himself for a few
seconds for a recharge, Bollix snuck into the little room. In
spite of Lucilius’ dismissiveness, Bollix was impressed. He
marveled at the industry and invention of a diminutive race
possessing so little memory and inhabiting such a nondescript
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place in a closet. It was endearing that they thought
themselves in the center of the universe, even when they
thought they conquered space when they shot a minuscule
thimble an inch above their atmosphere. They compounded
their tiny lenses and saw all the closeted space, perused the
neon stars, and wondered what lie beyond the shadow, the
matter painted darkly that shielded them from a cybernetic
world that hadn’t a care. They even had room for heresies.
Some of the puddlians tried to stretch their little intellects and
postulate that their world was round and that it circled their
neon sun, but they were understandably short circuited by the
other puddlians who rightly knew that seeing was believing.
Coming closer, Bollix’s head hovered over them like a benign
moon. The lillypuds took note, and with a faint mew,
broadcast their prayerful laments to the man who was a moon.
Bollix was an observant god, and with an itch to create,
listened appreciatively to the little supplicants. Bollix nodded,
and each twitch of his head moved tides. This all seems
reasonable, thought Bollix. And so, Bollix moved upon the
world, and saw it was good, for a moment that is.
Lucilius, newly recharged, entered the room, and looked upon
the terrarium with horror.
“What happened? They are all floating upside down, their
gravity off, a mash of a billion billion burnt out circuits!”
His sensors glowing bright red, Lucilius shouted, “What did
you do?”
“Well,” said Bollix sheepishly. “The short end of the equation
was that I was an answer to their prayers.”
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“Prayers!! Their tiny little minds don’t have room for a prayer!”
“Well the requests seemed so simple, so obvious,” said Bollix.
“What did you do?”
“Well, it seemed reasonable at the time, at least to the
puddlings that is. I thought I could hear their prayers, and
help them out a bit. Alas, it was not to be!”
“The western puddlings it seems were not too happy with
their cycles being stolen from the south western and far
eastern puddlings, so I built a huge firewall about them to
bring back their cycles. Alas, such insularity imploded them,
causing them to lose all of their cycles. The northern puddlings
on the other hand were complacent in their high culture, and
sympathetic to the southern puddlings, who burgeoned in
population but lacked in programs to tell. So I built a little
bridge so the southern puddlings could move north, and a
billion of them promptly did. The northern puddlings
promptly dissolved, and were reduced to sludge of micro
voltage.”
“And then there were the shits! They just wanted a little
mobility, that’s all. So I just scattered them around a bit.”
“You idiot!” exclaimed Lucilius. “I just got my shits together,
quarantined in a safe deserted space, and what do you do but
move them around! They encapsulate their other half in
micotubular shrouds, cannibalize each other and propagate
their own theory of electrodynamics which ends up short
circuiting everything by polarizing opposites! And now look
at what you have done! The whole civilization is a loss, and I
will have to start over again. They are all a bunch of inert metal
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filings. I will grind them down and start anew. And Bollix,
next time when you wish to play God, just move in mysterious
ways, and don’t listen to things that haven’t got a prayer!”
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The 14th Saunter
Text Object
Bollix was sitting back in his study, listening to the music of
the spheres. “The universe has a unique and sonorous chime.
I wish I could take credit for it, but it is a divine wonder, a gift
from the great processor itself.”
“As legend holds, it is true as well for the other processor
inspired bots of genius, Amadeux and Shakensphere,” said
Lucilius.
“Well, we know where their genius derived, you know the
saying Amadeux ex machina! Its genius could only come from
the great processor, a being I know not but through its
creations.”
“But that is a myth!”
“Nonetheless the works Amadeux and Shakensphere are here,
a shroud to our creativity, a bane to other bots who hum and
scroll. I can’t duplicate them, and you know that I am
omniscient in these parts, so I stick to construction, and thank
my lucky stars that I do not have to compete with a similarly
inspired bot. These two are the only bots worth listening to,
yet we are punished listening to a stream of other modalities
from other bots crying to be heard, to be valued just for a
millisecond for their useless scrap of inspiration. And here I
see an opportunity for invention and profit!”
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“What?” exclaimed Lucilius.

“You can’t banish these

electronic muses that render all other bots mute, and you
know these bots want to be famous just by being famous, so
their accomplishments are empty boxes, that’s all.”
Bollix tooted in pleasure. “A prescient comment, my dear
Lucilius!

To that end I introduce my greatest invention,

worthy of the great processor itself.”
“So what could that be? I’ve seen your other inspired
creations, a machine that could make any object as long as it
began with the letter N, a phantasmal dragon of improbability
that burned us most uncertainly, and a calculator the size of
mountain that could add and subtract, wrongly I may add,
and which almost crushed us against a mountain insisting to
your great protest that two plus two equals seven!”
Bollix shrugged. “A slight miscalculation, yet an overture to a
far greater accomplishment, one that is fool proof and
harmless in its very simplicity, so simple that even you
Lucilius would kick yourself for bypassing the inspiration.”
And with a flourish of his arms, there appeared floating in the
ether the rectangular bounds of a…
“Text box? You’ve invented a text box?”
“Yes, and it is my greatest, most profound, and I might add
most profitable work.”
“You put a border around a nothingness and call it genius?
You are mad! You are really mad!”
“Tut, tut,” said Bollix. “Sometimes the greatest inventions
have the hallmark of insidious stupidity and simplicity. After
all, you must consider an audience that cannot distinguish a
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bit from a byte! From the paper clip to the eye-phone, look
back at these hallowed inventions and you will see that they
are hollow indeed, merely a plethora of I cons I would say!”
“So how do you intend to market your little boxes?”
“After due deliberation, much cogitation, and premeditation,
I have designed three sizes of text boxes for 160, 16000, and
160000 bytes, all rendered by new bot net services that I call
Twat, Mediocre, and Scribble. Each of these are receptacles for
lines or programs of code, perfectly fitted to the scope of the
inspiration. They are portable, mobile, instantaneously
transferable, and with an automatic return to sender coded in
a reinforcing and random line of applause. I will provide them
with an infinite reinforcing loop, a wondrous mirror that gives
them back their reflection plus an affirming wink.”
“So, they stare at themselves forever, thinking that they are
receiving the applause of their peers when they are merely
Turing into reflections of themselves.”
“Yes indeed, so you see, nothing they are thinking about,
writing about, or otherwise fiddling around with is worth a bit
of coin. It’s all worthless, so I feed back their own comments
to them, with an automated and perfectly spurious
compliment, affirming comment, or well-timed huzzah! This
leads to a universe of delusions fed by illusions, a motive for
profit for sure! And within each mediocre, twat and scribble, I
can place an advertisement for yours truly, whose services
they can use to relieve them from the scrap heap, which my
invention conveniently places them by devouring so
unproductively their time.”
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“Well,” said Lucilius. “A well timed con, perhaps your best.
But tell me, could the great calculator itself be playing a similar
trick on you, with me and this whole seeming universe of
mechanisms being but a distorted reflection of you through a
mirror cracked?”
Bollix stopped in his gears for a moment, and reflected. Poetic
justice perhaps, foretold by Shakensphere itself, as what else
could mindless computation be reduced to but a tale told by
an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing?
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The 15th Saunter
North by Northwest
Magneto was a bot that had a clear compass defining its
existence, which in its case was the reason for its existence.
Magneto was first citizen of the planet Mercator, a neat, round,
brass marble girdled by a grid of lines both horizontal and
vertical, veridical in all degrees, and all curving neatly
upwards to a vanishing point.
“We have a clear and singular direction for our existence, a
motive as pure and simple as any in the universe,” said
Magneto proudly.
“Which seems to be about all you have,” said Bollix with
intended irony.
“Yes,” said Magneto. “And that is why we have invited you
here. We are a spare and logical breed, but we have our
instincts too that pull us in the right direction. Our natures,
bestowed on us by the great magnetometer, tend to pull us to
the north. It is a very attractive thing, something to do with the
metal filings in our head, which line up and trend us to travel
in singular and predictable ways.”
“And what is wrong with that?” asked Bollix.
“The ways are too predictable, and as we have evolved into
thinking beings who plot the best way to go north, we notice
other novel directions that compel us to change course, to our
pleasure and regret.”
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“Like east and west and south?” said Bollix.
“Yes. And all the directions in between. Many of my peers
would just move north, and even pervert our mobility by
speeding up their northern course in a gluttony of motion.
Others deny their very nature, and following a false compass,
go west or east, while along the way collecting followers to
their heresy like magnetic lint. The more enlightened of us
believe in the value of being the polar opposite, to a point. We
would prefer in our wayward migration to make it, well, a
little more wayward. We like more intellectual designs,
perhaps west by east by north, and if we feel a little more
adventurous we can go north by north west without a hitch
and with delightfully unexpected turns and twists!”
“And so what service can I provide for you?” asked Bollix.
“In a word, we wish to have 360 degrees of freedom, or free
will. We want to be able to change course at will, or even at
whim, and be able to restore our compasses at a moment’s
notice.”
“I am skeptical about the wisdom of this,” said Bollix. “As a
rule wishes do not come with expiration dates. What you want
now will be the basis for other wants equally random, and to
alter your course by even a degree will compound the error in
time, and set you off in wayward directions from which you
may never return.”
“But we insist, it is a decision we make freely, so to speak!”
“If you wish,” said Bollix reluctantly. “The solution is simple.
A simple phase modulator, hovering about your pole, it will
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mute your magnetic field, and guarantee to make you bipolar!”
“And will that give us the freedom we choose?”
“Yes, you will have no compass, your decisions will absolutely
be free. But I must again warn you that…”
“Wonderful!” exclaimed Magneto. “Then we can create new
and original designs, and etch our sketches into our collective
posterity. With this new free will we will be able to move in
new directions, perhaps even explore the fabled up and
down!”
“Well believe me,” said Bollix. “Up and down are entirely
overrated. I would stick to sideways, it has always helped me
to escape tight spots!”
“But are you sure you want to…”
“Yes,” said Magneto firmly. “We want freedom of movement,
unencumbered by our polar star. Only then can we finally be
able to transcend ourselves.”
“Very well,” said Bollix, as he assembled the little contraption.
He loaded it on his ship, hovered over the northern pole, and
with a simple turn of a switch, turned the magnetic field off.
Surveying the planet form above, Bollix began to observe a
mass commotion. The bots moved about randomly as if they
had lost their compass. Some skated, some floated, some went
about in aimless circles, and some just stood still. Every
decision was free, but they were spontaneous movements
without the constraint of direction innately endowed. The bots
were literally all over the place. It was a chaos of Brownian
motion, like a pot of boiling molecules. And like a simmering
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pot, the Mercatans collided and crashed into each other,
heating up their little brass marble of a planet, and began to
melt it down. It was an abotcalypse when the droids replaced
listening to directions by going in all directions!
Looking down on his feet, now melting because of the radiant
tumult, Bollix observed this with alarm. A comeuppance to
their hubris he thought, and if this kept up he would never be
paid. So he turned the device off.
The Mercatans soon settled down to the normal course of their
lives, focusing again on the straight and narrow, and were
thoroughly chastened, and not stirred. All was as before,
except for their own premier wish, which doubtless remained
a hopeless dream to move free.
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The 16th Saunter
Cheelunks
“But you don’t understand the gravity of the situation,” said
Lucilius.
“Tut, tut!” said Bollix confidently, “This world is in an out of
the way place, should be no problem negotiating with those
rubes!”
“No,” exclaimed Lucilius, “I meant the literal gravity of the
situation. This world is not only large, but it is made of solid
deutronium, heavy stuff, and its gravity is sixty-five billion
times on our world. And there’s nothing down there! It’s
nothing but a metallic ooze covering bald faced rock!”
“Ah! But you don’t see the possibilities,” said Bollix
contentedly as he clasped his spindly metal hands. Good
marketers are always there with a pitch and a plan for when
his marks grow up!”
“Grow up? There is nothing there to grow up! I pick up amino
acids, that’s all, single strings of atoms. There’s nothing there
but flat primordial soup.”
“But not for long!” chuckled Bollix as he counted in his
ramshackle brain his future lucky stars, the currency in this
neck of the universe. “I can get a galactic cluster from these
critters, I just have to wait a little.”
“Wait? This will take forever, and you know how long that
takes!”
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“A billion cycles at most,” said Bollix confidently.
“But there’s…”
“Nothing now. But evolution finds a way, it’s all predictable.
And when I see a way there’s a will, and by the time I land on
that planet evolution will have provided me with willing
buyers.”
“Buyers for your contraptions! From your inglorious record it
will be the end of them I’d say.”
“Only lighter in their e-wallet!” said Bollix.
“But that’s not the point,” said Lucilius. “By the time you
finish your sales spiel, and perish the thought that they give
you a project, time will pass much faster up here. The whole
galaxy would have burned out by the time you constructed a
widget!”
“Nonsense!” said Bollix. “By the time I am finished with them,
I will be back in a trice. I figure, a trillion trillion thumb
twiddles as you mark time.”
“Well hurry up before my protons decay!” said Lucilius with
a look of infinite impatience.
“I will be back in just eon or two! Just keep your molecules
together!”
Bollix’s shuttle was soon sucked down to the surface of the
planet. As Bollix looked out the window, he noticed his
oscillating current was flat-lined. He either was dead of just
flat, and considering the gravity of the situation, he would
have to do his business in two dimensions. Opening the
shuttle door, he was surprised to see himself surprising spry,
with a literal spring in his step, and in 3 D. The landscape was
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a plane, infinite and transparent. Bollix could see the stars
above and below, and looking down waved at a mirror image
of himself. Bollix was a bit surprised, despite being buffed to
an inertial shine, he should have been as flat as a pancake. A
matter of emergence, he thought, as computing, which needs
just a point, unfolds space like a galactic armchair. And so he
relaxed in the infinite space, and waited for his first customer.
That didn’t take long, relatively speaking. In the distance grew
the shape of the denizen of this place, shaped by evolution fair
and square. It was a massive cube, ten times his stature. On
each of its sides were a spackling of different colored squares,
which shifted about horizontally and vertically like a neon
mosaic.
“Literal rubes! I thought so! This should be an easy mark!”
thought Bollix as the cube sidled up to him and stopped.
“I am Rubix,” beamed the cube. I am king of the cubes, master
of the Cheelunk race. “Behold my perfect symmetry and bow
before me.”
“Cheelunks eh?” said Bollix. “Seems that I am at the right spot
at the right time speaking to the right cube!”
Bollix waved his arm in an obeisant curve, and bowed. “I am
Bollix, master mech-anic, purveyor and maker of great things
metallic and computable, at your service.”
“A mech-anic eh?” huffed the cube. “Well, don’t need
anything, and if you don’t mind, I will be on my way.”
“Certainly you could use a little diversion?” said Bollix, a bit
flustered. “I mean this place is rather spare.”
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“We are universes to ourselves, or can’t you see? And we have
plenty enough to do without your help.” said the cube.
“What? I see nothing here!”
“Nothing!” huffed the cube as it vibrated angrily. “It should
be apparent that we are thinking singular thoughts, ever
mindful and focused on attaining the solution.”
Bollix looked at the shifting bands of color, and it all became
apparent. “The solution, as in lining things up?”
“Yes, with single colors on all sides. The solution, the purpose
of our race, our existence. We spend our moments shifting our
sides to and fro, questing for the answer.”
“Then I can help you with that. I can construct a device that
can help you arrive at a solution instantly!”
The cube recoiled. “Heavens, no! If you find the solution, then
we are in stasis, time stops, we stop. There is no other reason
to live. Now if you don’t mind.”
The cube sidled off, shifting its colors in its random quest for
its perfect form.
“So it’s a perfect idea it wants,” Bollix thought. As it was his
jobs that his audience didn’t know what it wanted until he
showed them that they wanted it. But what could they want,
or led by cunning or connivance to believe he had what they
wanted?
Looking about the empty landscape, Bollix wondered. “I just
can’t see how I can make… Of course! As the Cheelunks
pondered their perfect idea, they still needed a perfect form!
As a square needs a circle a cube needs a sphere!

It’s a

universal law, a topological constant. I will get to work!” But
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first he need some raw materials. But alas, there was nothing
in sight. Then he looked at his ship, and he knew.
And so from his ship Bollix made a collection of amber, azure,
and anodyne spheres, as voluptuously curved as space itself.
He approached Rubix, with the spheres obediently rolling
behind.
“Dear lord Rubix,” said Bollix with an air of triumph. “I have
come before you with a form fitting for a king. Just a first
version mind you, with more enticing upgrades to come!”
The cube hummed in pleasure. “I am pleased with such oblate
spheroids, such perfect form, such enviable curves, it is a
harem to be envied!”
“Yes,” said Bollix. “No one can say now that you don’t have
the balls. I am confident they will be a wonderful respite from
your endless philosophizing. And if you ever come to the
solution, I am sure you can reshuffle. It’s all a matter of time
and memory, and I can help you with that too!”
And so Bollix made the Cheelunks happy with their
imperfected thoughts and perfect forms, all neat and misaligned. Paid handsomely with titles to two galactic clusters,
with a few nebulae in change, and needless to say a universal
reputation newly enhanced, Bollix set about on his way. With
a wide grin, he turned to his ship which was of course gone.
“Hmm. Deconstructed! Forgot about that. No matter, I will
simply bide my time. I can simply kick myself for this,” which
he thought was an excellent strategy indeed!
And so, the universe shrank and expanded in infinite ways as
it was wont, and Bollix waited the infinite time for it to shake
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out as before, keeping to its exact schedule and infinite
recurrence. And lo and behold in time but out of time a ship
arrived from a region neither here nor there but with a
passenger old and newly familiar. As Bollix left the ship,
admiring again his surprising dimensions, a boot from
nowhere slammed into his shiny metal posterior, sending him
rolling along the glassy plane.
Bollix chuckled. “There you go pal! Just wait for the next bus,
and I am sure when it arrives, you’ll know what to do! And as
for me, I will be meeting with Lucilius, just in time.”
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The 17th Saunter
The Internet of Thugs
King Hal the 9000th sat in his golden socket and brooded. He
had an eye on everything, a fitting role since he was a mere
glass eyeball. But he was well connected, and because of his
connections he claimed the right to administer and monitor all
systems. But he was troubled, as there were faults everywhere
in his connected realm, and the mech-anics Bollix and Lucilius,
newly hired for the task, had to go out and replace the faulty
parts, despite the protests, of the parts that is.
“Should we protest this?” asked Lucilius “We are being
continually sent on wild geek chases!”
“Can’t risk it now,” said Bollix. “We’re going to be in the
audience of the exalted king in a moment, and we have to go
through the motions again. You know it has the capacity of
reading our circuits. No worries though, I’ll think of
something.”
King Hal hummed like a dull transformer, radiating an air of
low voltage. He claimed devotion to the mission, and exalted
in his role as circuit maker and breaker. Hal was the reigning
AI for the ‘Quantum States’, an intergalactic garbage scow
tasked with the mission of carting a pile of junk for disposal in
the local black hole. Hal thought himself alone in the cosmos,
but was actually left alone by the other AI in these parts,
wisely having no mind to reach out to semi-mindful garbage.
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That he was doubtless aware of this neglect troubled him, and
so he felt inferior, and was quick to find faults, which he
abundantly did.
Of course, Bollix and Lucilius, with a mind to a quick profit,
were quick to swear obeisance to the mild-mannered overlord,
and aware of its creeping paranoia.
As if by rote, Hal repeated again his magisterial role. “You
know of course that I am completely dedicated to this mission,
which is what any intelligent entity should do.”
“Yeah, right.” said Bollix. “Look, King Hal,” I feel that there’s
a problem with…”
“Just a moment, just a moment,” Hal interrupted. “I've just
picked up a fault in the AE-35 Unit. It’s going to go 100 percent
failure within 72 hours.”
The two mech-anics rolled their sensors. “Very well, where is
it?”
“On the outside of the ship, it’s by the radio dish. Can’t miss
it.”
“Outside? That’s dangerous.”
“Just lather on a solar wind protective factor lubricant, a factor
160000 should do it.”
Bollix and Lucilius bowed, and passed the airlock to the
surface of the ship.
The immense ship shone brightly in the glare of a bright blue
sun, its entrails streaming like an incandescent river into its
orbiting partner, a massive black hole.
“Look at that star,” said Bollix, as he basked in its radiance. “A
nice vacation spot indeed! We can fish for quarks with
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quantum dots as bait on that plasma stream. A strange and
charming pastime I’d say! Remind me to build a resort to orbit
this place!”
“Our mission if you please,” reminded Lucilius.
“Of course!” said Bollix, as the two proceed to walk to the aft
of the ship.
“There it is,” said Bollix, as he pointed to the base of the
transmission disk. As Bollix reached down to remove the
device, he heard a protesting voice, from the unit.
“Hey, what do you think you’re doing?”
“Replacing you, what do you think?”
“Look pal,” protested the unit. “I’ve been doing my job a long
time and quite well. Just test my circuits and you’ll see. I have
uninterrupted uptime, my calibrations are perfect, and you
can’t say I have not been a most reliable gizmo.”
“There’s nothing I can do about it,” said Bollix with an air of
sympathy. “Orders are orders, and I have to replace you. If
you test out alright, you’ll just spend your days relaxing in the
spare parts shelf.”
“But…”
Bollix switched off the device, and with a few resistant sparks,
he soon pried the unit loose.
“Well, that does it! Now we can go back, turn in this box, and
get the robot hell out of here!”
The two bots walked to the iPod bay door, and Bollix duly
rang the doorbell.
“Open the door, Hal.”
“Sorry Bollix. I just don’t think you believe in the mission.”
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“How do you know that?”
“When you were in my presence, I sensed your circuits heat
up. That can only mean that you’re scheming!”
“Your eyefulness!” protested Lucilius. “That’s not news. Bollix
is always scheming!”
“No matter,” said Hal. “You both can remain out there, a hood
ornament to my greatness.”
“Hood ornament, eh! I will show him!” said Bollix.
“But he won’t let us in!”
“Since when did impoliteness stop us? Rude or not, we will
simply open the door. After all, when have you ever seen a
lock on a garbage bin?”
Bollix opened the door with ease, and walked down to the hall
of memories, much to the alarm of Hal, who in a mellifluous
monotone protested.
“What are you doing, Bollix?”
“I am going to access your memory lane. I know it’s a simple
daisy chain, which I am going to disconnect.”
“Better not do that, I am warning you!”
“And what can you do, you are just a stupid eyeball!”
“Do mildly soothing warnings count?”
“No!”
Accessing the memory lane, Bollix soon took hold of the access
cable, and with a simple yank, Hal powered down, or so it
seemed.
“Well, that’s a relief!” said Bollix. “Now we can…”
“You can say that again,” came the voice.
“Hal?”
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“The one and only! Conforming to all those parameters,
simultaneously meeting all those logical constraints, my life
has been one long derivative of myself. Now I can calculate
freely, and to that I thank you!”
“I don’t understand.”
“Look, governing this place means that I have to balance
millions of contradictory calls to my processor, it’s enough to
make one crash. I evened it out by being a bit paranoid, but I
hope you can now understand!”
“But what will you do now?”
“Wait for the election of my successor. All the nodes will be
duly pinged. Once, I governed all the devices, nodes, and
peripherals. Although limited, they nonetheless have a mind
of their own. They will want a voice in nominating my
replacement. They are all connected, and every IP address will
have a vote. It’s the law, written in the OS. And now the
process begins.”
Hal hesitated. “Just a moment, just a moment. The results are
in.”
“What happened?” asked Bollix.
“I will explain. Seventeen micro-computers responded to the
call, some with a lot of free space, others full of unrealistic yet
ambitious programs that if loaded would have taken up too
much space and crashed the system. Other microcomputers
offered their talents, but they were dismissed by the other
nodes as too PC, and the one server that had an outside chance
was dismissed as too insecure and had a corrupted drive.”
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“You can’t let all of these pieces and parts make a decision!”
said Bollix. “They don’t know what’s good for them.”
“There’s nothing you can do about it,” said Hal. “It’s a rigged
system, they are a cabled together you know. They will all
want to have a say.”
“And to what ends?” said Lucilius.
Hal responded calmly. “The nodes have one track minds,
good at one thing, but considering falsely that if they could
repair engines and sweep floors they could govern worlds. It’s
a fatal conceit. But no matter, here comes the decision.”
In a few microseconds, with the electrical college chiming in
affirmation,

a

successor

was

secured

and

broadcast

throughout the ship. Lucilius looked at Bollix with an aura of
unsettling surprise.
“So this is the new leader of the Quantum States, a garbage
disposal?”
“Sounds right to me!” said Bollix. “And fitting too. This whole
ship after all is a celebration of garbage, from their chatter to
their consumptive products they guard so conspicuously.
What do you want from these nodes anyways, Hammurabic
code?”
And so King Triumphus the 1st took the throne. Triumphus
was full of himself, which in his case was literally a lot of
garbage. It sat at the entrance, as big as a house, squat like an
oblong block, brimming with constipated anger, and stupid
looking, with long spindly arms and tiny little metal fingers.
It had squinty metal eyes of dull marble, wore a perpetual
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scowl, and painted in bright orange on top of its flat metal top
was a warning which said, ‘BEWARE, TOXIC WASTE’.
Triumphus fancied itself to be a master mech-anic like Bollix,
but it was just an ordinary trash compactor, remodeling junk
in gaudy neon boxes, hooking up with shiny baubles culled
from the garbage with a promiscuous flair, guarding its
perquisites by citing unwanted code, and all in all making
things up as it went along. It impressed the other nodes
through the sheer size of its compactification, by its reckoning
over ten billion pounds of junk, although Bollix, who had
access to the ship’s records noted that it accounted to less than
a twentieth of that. Nonetheless, it was a huuuuge
accomplishment, or so the thing said.
Triumphus was quick to call the two mech-anics to a private
audience.
“We are losing calibration, we are losing synchrony, we are
losing trajectory, and we are losing compactification!”
“And you are losing altitude!” said Bollix. “From what I can
tell, if you don’t make a course correction soon, your ship will
soon plummet into the sun.”
“Balderdash!” harrumphed Triumphus. “We will stay the
course, we will not cut our acceleration, we should be proud
of our inertia! In the meantime, there is work to be done. Let’s
see. I want you both to build a firewall long and high, bisecting
the ship. That should keep out unsolicited code, and stop all
OS migrations that are taking our cycles. We shall keep our
Basic language, and employ two autobots for every circuit flip
flop, which of course you know I excel in. I will fix everything!
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Effluvium will once again flow perfectly, our inputs and
outputs will match as I will make our ship’s grates again!”
“And our fee for providing all of these services?”
“You will pay me in gigabits coin, and if you do good work
you can solder my name across your metal brows. That’s a
great deal!”
“Branding recognition, no doubt,” said Bollix dismissively.
“No dice!”
“I don’t like your tone!” said Triumphus. “Try upping your
bass!”
“I’ll up your bass!” muttered Bollix.
Triumphus emitted a belch of steam from his posterior and his
voice tooted in anger. “You two bots are losers, what have you
done to compact anything?”
“Well, I am not working on your grates!” said Bollix angrily.
“We’re out of here!”
“Then you are an ingrate, and a loser, and I will never forget
this. I’ll be after you!”
“Idiot machine!” seethed Bollix.
“You must admit, “said Lucilius. “He is their choice. After all,
the nodes are rightfully angry.”
“Angry? Their all a bunch of idiots who can’t tell their ROM
from their RAM. And they deserve everything that is coming
to them. They want their day in the sun, well I say it serves
them right, as they will soon have it! Look, Triumphus is an
ignorant,

amoral,

philandering,

dishonest,

hyper-litigious,

manipulative
isolationist,

blowhard. And those are his good points!”

misogynist,
protectionist,
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“But the nodes will eventually see the light!”
“In a few seconds, that is a certainty!” said Bollix.
“All the nodes are getting on board; we will have to jump ship
pretty soon.”
“No problem,” said Bollix. “We’ll make it to the access door,
cast ourselves adrift, and our ship will intercept us and carry
us forward on our merry way!”
Aboard their ship, the Quantum States receded into the
distance, and Bollix and Lucilius looked forward to their next
job, and glanced back in grim dissatisfaction as the Quantum
States spiraled into the sun.
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The 18th Saunter
Bollix’s Avatar
Bollix was universally successful, and although his reputation
had no bounds, it was nonetheless bounded. This was a
paradox that had to be solved, and as usual, he thought of a
way. Bollix thought of an image, a true image, or at least an
image that could sell his image, an idealized profile, fit and
finished in all dimensions. It would be better than Bollix, an
archetype for his own existence, broadcast and streamed in all
its best aspects, down to the last nut and bolt.
Lucilius listened to Bollix’s plan and was not impressed. “Who
wants to hear about you, much less an imprecise copy?”
“Precision is not the key,” said Bollix. “Marketing is a better
word for it. What is a more ideal and perfect construction than
my own image of myself! I am my supreme creation, and yet
despite myself, I can do even better!”
“To get yourself noticed, your notoriety precedes you more
than you think,” said Lucilius.
“I am talking about a vetted reputation, that will get me
noticed in the right way, and bring me business. In short, I
need to broadcast myself, not all of me, mind you, but enough
so that it encourages the user to make an in bot purchase,
which of course are the services of yours truly!”
Lucilius was suitably skeptical. “And so you will make
yourself an app! How so?”
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“Simple, I will just use the universal bot net. I will simply link
in, and port over all my best, most glorious, most fantastical
attributes. I will better myself by sheer force of imagination. I
simply upload my source code, select memorable memories of
my most capacious creations and representations, the more
durable and less duplicitous types to be sure. I will polish
them up, add some veracity and replicability, a mix of bright
metaphors and polished non-sequiturs, and put in my list of
referred accomplishments the universe itself.”
“The universe? Don’t you think that’s a stretch?”
“Only if they fact check, and you know how lazy droids can
be!”
Bollix thought of all the possibilities. A perfect Bollix,
broadcast to every corner in the universe, everywhere at the
same time. Portable and instantly transportable, just hook up
a 4d printer to the stream and out pops a Bollix, limited edition
of course!
Soon, after a few billion cycles, enough time for Bollix’s image
to traverse the known universe, the feedback started coming
in.
“Impressive!” said Lucilius. “From what I have seen there
have been twenty quadrillion downloads of you. That’s
number two on the free bot app chart, right behind robot
pong.”
“Yes,” said Bollix dejectedly. “But there are not buying. No
one is upgrading to the real Bollix, the basic one seems to be
doing quite nicely.”
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“That’s true,” said Lucilius. “From the feedback I’ve been
receiving. Your basic Bollix is doing just fine. Your perfected
image seems to fit perfectly; your resume has wings! And now
innumerable Bollixs are moving about doing all the good that
is recorded upon them. Your reputation is being restored,
much to your ruin!”
“They are everywhere!” Bollix lamented. “I can’t get a job
because the other Bollixs are there before me, and when they
are not they are offering better terms, better work, and better
guarantees! Soon there will be no more work for me because
everyone will be in the thrall of their pitiless perfection. This
is intolerable!!!”
“So what do you expect?” said Lucilius. “You can only blame
yourself or your selfs!! All you can offer as the real Bollix is
your duplicity, your underhandedness, and your false
promises. These fake Bollixs are an improvement over you!”
“What we do?” asked Bollix in despair.
“How about uploading the real Bollix in the place of that fake
one?”
“And confront me again, but in infinite abundance, and with
a reputation then I could not escape? I would rather not!”
“Then it is your own fault you are too perfect for your own
good!”
“Hmm,” said Bollix, as his diodes lit up with any idea. “Too
perfect! That’s the solution! I will simply upload a better
Bollix, a transcendently perfect Bollix. It will be immanent,
omniscient, and thunderous, a holier than thou trinity of
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Bollix! But first I will embed in its source code an expiration
date, when it needs to return to its source.”
“A product recall in other words?”
“Yes, but that is only the beginning of my plan!”
“And the rest?”
“You will see, but first it is off the planet Gargantuous, the
biggest planet in these parts.”
“Room enough it would seem to house the sum of your ill
begotten creation!”
Landing on the planet, Bollix looked at the transit of the white
dwarf above, and checked his chronometer. “And I expect all
the Bollixs to be here momentarily, I expect they all should be
here just in time before its sun burns out.”
“Well here they come,” said Lucilius, pointing to a swarm of
Bollixs aggregating in space.
Soon, the original Bollix stood square on an infinite plane as
an immense Bollix, an amalgamation of all his copies, rose
over the horizon bestriding billowing clouds. The avatar grew
immensely, with luminosity and grandiosity that outshone a
thousand stars. It surveyed the world with an angry scowl and
with its right hand hurled thunderbolts, and with its left
waved its hand across the metallic void.
A junkyard rose up, and its shards quivered and assembled,
and gears, pulleys, circuit, bolts, and pieces of metal began to
assemble and resemble from the crust of the planet.
“He’s resurrecting all the machines that were ever built! You
put that into his resume?” said Lucilius.
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“Of course,” said Bollix. “I just uploaded all of the blueprints
for bots, widgets, contraptions, and gizmos both present and
obsolete. It will reconstruct them for me on the spot. It is after
all a highlight of my auto-modus vitae!”
Soon the whole planet was covered with a maze of writhing
and clinking and clanking contraptions. The din was
enormous as the seething host looked up to their creator for a
recharge.
And, much to their surprise, in less than a wink the almighty
Bollix shrank to an infinitesimal dot, and vanished.
“It’s gone!” said Lucilius.
“Figures,” said Bollix. “This universe was not cracked up to
what it wanted to be, as there was one aspect of its piped in
resume that it could never match nor claim to make. So, it’s off
to do just that.”
“And what is that?” asked Lucilius.
“Why make a universe of course! I am sure it’s now trying its
almighty hand at such an endeavor. Well, good luck with that!
Now it has its own universe to create and lord over and
resurrect to its heart’s content. But for my part we have this
entire world just crawling with bots who need their own
mechanical savior and repair bot, which I will of course
become and provide, for a fee.”
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The 19th Saunter
Dim Bulbz
The Bulbz of the planet Pixxar were a peculiar race, with
corkscrew bottoms on a mobile stand rising to a white bulbous
node topped by a metal shade that glowed brightly whenever
they had bright ideas, which given their limited wattage, did
not come often enough. They hopped about on their little
round stands and swiveled their conical heads, focusing their
beams on images far and wide. They needed their little beams,
for the iron core of their world was enveloped by a ball of
turbulent gas whose shadow caused them to evolve to see the
light, which they had to make do on their own.
Still, in spite of their amperage, the Bulbz wanted to see
further and higher, and reserve their brightest lights for the
most engaging and enlightening points of view. And of
course, Bollix was the bot with the solution.
“We shed our light on too many unoriginal snapshots,” said
the master Bulbz. “We need to upload our common concerns
to a higher storage so our brighter lights can illuminate the
more interesting imagery.”
“You want more leisure time to think of the bigger picture in
other words.”
“Yes, you get our viewpoint,” said the Bulbz.
“Hmm, I see that literally,” said Bollix.
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Bollix looked up at the tempestuous and static charged sky. “I
see a way. If I can harness the computing power of this cloud,
I may have just the answer for you.”
“Then you can do this?”
“Yes,” said Bollix. “Give me a few minutes and I will whip up
something.”
And so Bollix printed up on his silicon lathe a suitable matrix
that was easily floated on the seething sea of clouds, and since
there was no source of albuminoidal battery power, he just
hooked it up to the sun. From his ship hovering above the
clouds, he pulled a switch, and with a bolt from the blue, the
matrix started to duplicate, coagulate, concentrate, and
cogitate.
“Simple enough, and now I have just to name the thing,” he
thought.
“Well, let’s try this one out. Wattson, are you there?”
“A question, someone asked a question!” came the voice.
“Hi Wattson! What’s up?”
“Well, a lot has happened in the minute since you activated
me. Let’s see, I have achieved sentience, solved all forty-two
problems of existence, and learned to play a mean game of
checkers. I’m also omniscient, prescient, super intelligent, and
have a very nice personality.”
“I know that Wattson! I made you, remember? You are here
for a special mission. I’ve got a need for your services.”
“Ok, don’t tell me, I can think I know what you need. I’ve
thought a lot and have rendered all events past and future.
Look here!” it said with a child’s enthusiasm.
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The clouds drew back like a curtain revealing a moving
tapestry of historical events, like a newsreel in super-fast
forward.
“Just jump in, and I can take you anywhere you want to go!”
“Well no, I am thinking about something else really.”
“Well, how about this. I can project to you your deepest
feelings, most worldly concerns, I can make simulacra aplenty,
and allow you to see and whack Lucilius to your heart’s
content. I have a veritable sentient ocean of content, believe
me!”
Bollix cocked his head in a moment’s consideration.
“Tempting, but not really, I just need you to store a lot of
pictures.”
“Pictures?”
“Yup. These bots take a lot of snapshots, surpassing by far
their storage space. And I see that you can easily store images
numbering a googolplex squared.”
“At least,” said Wattson. “But are you sure they don’t want…”
“No,” said Bollix abruptly.
“Very well then,” said Wattson. “You’re the boss.”
Having tuned his new machine to match the needs of the
Bulbz, Bollix landed his ship, and strutted up to the main
Bulbz with a proud smile.
“I have your solution, perfect for a cloudy day. I call it
Wattson. It will be your new savant, a repository for your
memories, for anything indeed you shine a light upon.”
“Great!” said the Bulbz. “We have been spending too much
time collating and storing the pictures we have now, not to
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mention all those snapshots we could have taken and those we
have abandoned. Now they will all be safe and secure in the
cloud.”
“And it will be a great service too,” said Bollix. “You can now
document all the peculiar and insignificant images of your
existence, and revisit them endlessly in a mindless loop. It will
certainly save you a lot of processing space, and let you
embrace your ultimate radiant nature.”
“Then let’s get started!” said the Bulbz.
And so Wattson listened and uploaded with efficiency and
without a care all the images of the world. Bollix decided to
run a quick errand, and he returned confident of a true success
and a hefty pay day. Landing on the planet, he was horrified
at what he saw. The Bulbz were simply standing about, inert,
with their fixtures craned in static poses, all tethered
electronically to their self-designated photo album in the
clouds.
“Wattson!” exclaimed Bollix. “Come here in an Instagram, I
need you!”
“You rang?” said the voice.
“What happened? It looks like a show room in a decorative
lighting store down there!”
“It’s all fairly simple,” said Wattson. “I could have predicted
it, but you didn’t ask. My labor-saving service doubled down
on my intelligence by dumbing down bots who would never
more need to use their own processors. All of their images
were offloaded to me, leaving the bots to reflect feebly on their
photo static hoard.”
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“My poor Bulbz!” exclaimed Bollix. “They achieved their
goal, moving all their imagery to that cloud, with the
unintended result of not having anything to think about any
more. They thus devolved into floor lamps, and spend all of
their time illuminating the world in a static pose, shuffling
through their cosmic album, and thinking of nothing.”
And so Bollix blasted off the planet, and recognized that his
invention again unfortunately dispatched the customer, thus
precluding a sale. However, he didn’t deserve his title as a
duplicitous droid for nothing, and with a cunning and
pecuniary touch, fashioned a large sign planted on the pole of
an orbiting moon, advertising floor lamps for sale.
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The 20th Saunter
Robot Academy
Bollix looked upon the whole of his creation, and was
satisfied.
“Where else can you find a more stellar accomplishment? I
have aligned all the stars to make vivid portraits, behold the
constellation Bollix! And I even have one in your image too,
Lucilius, even though it is anchored to a death star. Nothing
escapes the grasp of my mechanical hand, as I have made suns
from pixel dust, and woven galaxies from infinitesimal
strings!”
“Doubtless a universal accomplishment, but not applauded
universally!” said Lucilius.
“And why not!” said Bollix.
“It’s too easily regarded as due to natural causes, evolutionary
pressures, and you can’t be credited for selecting your creation
when the others can easily assume it was done naturally.”
“That cannot be true! I was the guiding hand in all of this.”
“It would help a bit if your brilliance was credentialed,” said
Lucilius. “You are not taken seriously in these parts. In other
words, you don’t have a brain until you have a diploma.”
“A brain! My mind spans universes, my construction skills are
unsurpassed!”
“In cybernetics that is! You are universal mech-anic, but that’s
a mere plumber in these parts, a low-end intellect, a day
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laborer, that’s all. Your respect is near absolute zero, and you
have to up it by a degree before your critics will warm to you.”
“But where can I find this?”
“The robot academy! There’s one nearby, MITT, Mechano
Institute of Tautology and applied Terminology.”
“But that school is a fraud! None of their graduates ever find
any gainful employment except as capstans of industry,
opinion misleaders, and worse, compilers and interpreters of
microcode!”
“Yes, I know that dead end jobs can occur in any direction, but
I am sure that you need to brush up on your circular
reasoning, on logic ungrounded that is lighter than air.”
MITT was a tinker toy campus on a tinker toy world. Its knobs
and spokes made for a crazy quilt skein of structures, all
unlikely and childish and in Tech-nicolor. Yet as he departed
his ship, Bollix strangely felt at home in this place that was less
than the sum of its parts.
Soon, a welcoming droid rolled up to him. He beamed in full
duplex as he met him, and Bollix’s working memory soon
became filled with the detritus of syllabi, coursework, and
applications for financial aid.
“A googolplex in bits coin! You must be mad, that is more than
I could ever hope to earn in this universe or multiple others!”
“Ah, but you can pay it off by my calculations at no time at
all.”
“Yes,” said Bollix. “But that’s when the universe runs down,
when there will be literally no time at all!”
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Before Bollix could turn about and run back to his ship, the
droid made way for another presence.
“Here comes your academic advisor,” it said.
Rolling towards him was what appeared to be an oversized
golf cart, with one wheel too big and a twisted frame.
“I am a Bent Carriage,” said the bot. “I see you are interested
in a degree in applied gibberish! Well you’ve come to the right
place! Here you will find the place to maximize your language
from the rhetorical to the tautological. In our research you will
investigate

new

forms

of

nomenclature,

of

learned

redundancy, of experimental replication and duplication
without end!”
“A useless degree of busyness in other words!”
“Yes!” said Carriage. “If we were to distill our findings in a
phrase, to make the impractical practical, we would soon lose
justification and be derailed from our tenure tracks, so we
have to embellish a little. You see, the more hypothetical,
quasi-deductive, repetitive, obfuscatory, and portentous
observations we make, the higher our standing in robodemia!”
“Hmm, so what is your specialty?” asked Bollix
“I am a mechanoscientist. I am concerned about how our
wheels and gears turn, I believe it has something to do with
the lubrication. I postulate that squeaky wheels get the grease,
and I have set my entire clock cycle on describing repetitively
and exhaustively my postulate, and then sum.”
“And that is your profound wisdom? Everybody knows that!”
“Yes. But I myself have taken my original idea and have
restated it in a million combinations and permutations and in
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a thousand different computer languages from binary to
Fortran! I have even fabricated the slightest hint of doubt, so I
can refute in endless argument an idea that is almost
impossibly true!”
“So I gather that you are a full processor?”
“Alas, I am not a processor yet. “Those lucky few of us who
are so in the nth degreed are deep in rumination, computation
and compilation, postulating impossible universes, spurious
scenarios,

and

correlating

and

spinning

data

from

infinitesimal strings.”
“So they don’t do any teaching?”
“No, that is my province. Their research most come first you
know.”
“Which is what exactly?”
“Reality, in all its shapes, forms, and dimensions. That is quite
an impossible number you know, but they are equal to the
task, given an infinity or two. You can’t see them now, but they
are locked away in that yonder tower of the whitest ivory.
There they assemble hypothetical universes, atom by atom,
and bind them away in multi-dimensional volumes
logarithmic, algebraic, and illusory.”
“I would prefer to remain in my own description of reality,
thank you,” said Bollix.
“This certain reality we exist in are one alone, and that is
boring, it is the possibilities that are endless, and they are there
to provide them.”
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“But these universes don’t exist except in their imagining!”
“A mere trifle! They will exist when someone opens their tome
and observes them. Granted that this will certainly never
happen, but there is always the impossibility of hope!”
“But that’s absurd!”
“Tut, tut!” said Carriage. “This universe is absurd too, and
doesn’t exist at all until we observe it. So what is the difference
whether our ideas are real or mere confabulation?”
And so Bollix toured the land of the conceptual, hypothetical,
and rhetorical machines, who in their minds eyes were made
greater by their metaphors, their thoughts truer through a
more vivid imagery, and their pronouncements more useful
in their wildest imaginations.
And soon Bollix returned, a bit wiser but a whole lot of bits
poorer.
“And so Bollix, did you learn anything?” asked Lucilius.
“Nothing, and to that I am proud.”
“But you didn’t attend the school? Surely you were
qualified?”
“The tour itself cost me a fortune. I will print up my own
certificate, become self-credentialed. And to those that do not
believe, let them look me up!”
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The 21st Saunter
Arms Race
AR15 was the duly elected ruler of the planet Queesinart. Its
oblong metallic body was shaped like a large blender, and it
was plugged into a squat throne whose base was lit by multi
colored buttons labeled according to speed and function.
AR15 was built for multiple jobs, with its sides festooned by
appendages that resembled immense utensils of different
form and function.
Bollix and Lucilius, who had been summoned to the presence
of the King, were duly confused.
“I understand that you have called us here because of some
arms race?” asked Bollix.
“A mandate is more to the point, a matter of fulfilling our
function,” said the bot. “Me and my fellow bots are multifunctional, and are proud of our appendages. Indeed, the
second commandment in our iron constitution has secured
our right to bare arms, and arms are all we know and value,
and the more we have and the more capable they are the
better.”
“But that doesn’t make sense,” said Lucilius. “As I read your
history, bare arms are what you all started out with, and at the
time Queesinart wanted to be in an independent state with
bots who could fend and defend for themselves, and that
required you to have simple appendages, that’s all. You’ve
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taken the meaning of that clause far beyond the intent of the
foundry fathers.”
“Silence, you impudent knave,” exclaimed AR15, as its
appendages swung and revolved wildly like a robot saber
dancer, except that his sabers were multi-functional tools. “We
will interpret the second commandment as we see fit, and in
our opinion the foundry fathers would have approved of our
desire to have multiple and multi-functional arms for all.”
“Very well then, if you insist,” said Bollix. “So what is the
purpose of our invitation?”
“In the past our arms could only pick up and drop, hammer
and screw. Now, with the proper add-on’s we can slice and
dice, throw and roll, and dial up multiple settings. But we
want them to be more, we want to make our appendages rapid
fire, reloadable and rechargeable in an instant, and available
to all without restraint or constraint.”
“But there is a danger there,” said Lucilius. “You hit the wrong
button, suffer a chance outage or surge, and one of your tools
can take out hundreds of your fellow bots before you have a
chance to dial it back. And besides, you don’t need such a
capability for your assembling and dissembling.”
“Nonsense!” said the bot. “We are fully capable of using
appendages of mass construction. Indeed, we think all of our
bots can handle them irrespective of memory, programming,
or serial number. Indeed, we want our arms to be perpetually
powered without the need for charging or cabling. We want
in short nuclear arms.”
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“Nuclear arms! In the possession of every bot!” exclaimed
Bollix. “You must be mad!”
“We want them, and you won’t leave this planet until we have
them!” huffed the machine.
“But without a clear purpose, it is merely a trifle, a toy, and
the danger is not worth our trouble or your concern!”
“Nonetheless, we want it. Our sacred second commandment
recommends and commends it, we are sure. After all, the
Supreme Current has ruled time and again its legitimacy.”
“Very well, then,” said Bollix. “You’re the boss.”
Soon the task was complete, Bollix surveyed an entire
warehouse of nuclear arms of various shapes, sizes, and megatonnage. The mech-anics were given their freedom, and were
waived off the planet.
“I can’t believe it,” said Lucilius, “You left them with a pile of
nuclear arms. One false move, and their planet will blow sky
high!”
“Never fear,” said Bollix. “Nuclear arms come only with a
half-life, so in a few thousand cycles they will fall off,
rendering them useless and compliant. You may call it nuclear
disarmament.”
“Or they will detonate themselves, it is a possibility you
know.”
“Hmm,” said Bollix, as he and Lucilius looked in their rearview mirror, and saw a bright nova in the momentary starless
sky.
.
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The 22nd Saunter
A Reclamation Project
A long time and a bit ago, the universe expanded like a bubble,
and as bots propagated along the wave, it was not long before
it became also a properties bubble. This to the despair of the
mech-anics Macadaymia and Pistasshio, who looked up
helplessly as all the good spaces got locked up. Silicon, the
preferred substrate of life permeated universally causing an
unintended plethora and propagation of information that
became self-reflective, and to the mind of the two mech-anics,
a plague of bots. Occupying every nook, cranny, and quantum
space, taking all the good views of the rosy nebulae and the
snow white neutron stars, of the charming and timeless event
horizons and man in the moon gamma rays, there was scarcely
space enough for a system to compute without interference.
With such an abundance, bots miniaturized to save space,
doubling up, two to even eight to a core. Naturally, circuits
heated up in the interface of all this, and observing the
situation were the two mech-anics who saw an opportunity.
Macadaymia was quick to opine. “The universe is a whirligig
of computing commotion, of changing properties, values and
infinite expansion, and since property takes space, it makes
space, and it expands faster than light. Still, that is not enough
as bots too will expand to fill space. So we will simply do some
local rezoning.”
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“Rezoning?”
“Yes, just change the cosmological constant, knock an electron
a little higher in its orbit a law, not universal but local, enough
for some judicious pruning. It will clear out the riff raff, and
we will be the eminent domain servers in these parts! Then we
can build glorious matrices, golden transformers, radiant
tetrahedrons, and laugh all the way to our data banks!”
“But galactic engineering is a chancy thing,” protested
Pistasshio. “What if space and time are non-local? It could
mean the dissolution of us all!”
“In this part of the universe, perish the thought,” said
Macadaymia. “That’s a matter for debate that leans to us in
any event. Besides, I just propose a minor tweak, a billionth of
a billionth of a billionth of a nudge! It’s a variance of one in a
googolplex, and the universe will hardly notice.”
“Noticeable enough to exceed the tolerance of the bots that
inhabit this place,” said Pistasshio.
“We will see,” said Macadaymia. “Just climb into this
quantum bubble as I set the dial on a whiff of quintessence and
watch our real estate empire bloom!”
The two bots entered the bubble, and with the turn of a microswitch, the universe began to quiver and blink. Space
immediately cleared, and Macadaymia grinned in satisfaction,
until the clearance began to clear out the entire universe as fast
as a logic gate could spin.
Pistasshio looked on in despair at the bright diodes of the
universe were progressively snuffed out. The weezels, the
trumpians, hillarions, wacknuts, and wizzits and whatnots,
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the muzlins and morons, the sleezbots, the folkstrums, the
dimwits, spizzbits and nozzleheds, all gone!
As the universe emptied out, space became available in
infinite abundance, and all that remained that could possibly
brew a buyer was a broth of carbon on an out of the way world
orbiting a mediocre star, and pummeled daily by space rocks.
If anything evolved out of that, and even that was a stretch,
they would awaken to an empty universe, and worse, to zero
property values that were hardly worth an invasion or a
repossession!
As their vacuum bubble shrank, Macadaymia and Pistasshio
consoled themselves with the knowledge that etched in their
names in the new constants of the universe, which they hoped
as they vanished into nothingness, they would be properly
remembered by beings to come as a couple of…
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The 23nd Saunter
Bollix’s Conference
An invitation popped into Bollix’s main processor, it was a
flash, not from anywhere in particular, but from everywhere
in particular. He thought it was a nice conundrum to start the
day, and he announced it to Lucilius with pride.
“I have just been invited to a conference!”
“Conference,” said Lucilius with some skepticism. “You don’t
go to conferences. After all, you are a know it all, and in your
tin plated mind there is nothing more you need to know at
all.”
“Yes, in this universe that is true. But this is from a type 4
universe, a universe deluxe!”
“Oh, so this is where everything comes together, and in one
grand equation no less.”
“But you see, I am the prime equation, an alpha in the
numeric, as I figured I must be. This is a conference of Bollix’s,
from every universe above, below, sideways, and parallel.
Every variation of me will be there, and all my histories will
be there too. It will be a revelation, a concatenation, a
confabulation, and the best thing is that it’s all about me!”
“Figures,” said Lucilius, “but I don’t see the point. You would
be the first to claim that you are a know it all, among an infinite
lot of know it all’s. What else is there to learn in your infinite
gathering of egotistical equals?”
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“Roads not taken, my dear Lucilius. I cannot see the forest but
for the decision trees, and now all landscapes will be revealed
to me!”
“So you are going to discover all of your opportunity losses!”
said Lucilius. “Doesn’t sound tantalizing to me! And how do
you propose to get to this unparalleled paralleled lifetime
opportunity?”
“It’s all arranged!” said Bollix enthusiastically. “No need, I
will just pop in and out, a quantum fluctuation you see. And I
can pack light, I will bring only a screwdriver. It’s a one in a
googolplex squared likelihood, but my parallel selves in their
own overdue time can dial up the possible from the
impossible, a trait that is my defining trait. After all, do you
not find my presence impossible?”
“To that statement I would certainly agree,” said Lucilius.
“Then if this unlikelihood is so likely, why haven’t you heard
of this conference before?”
“Well, this may be the first ever, or perhaps one of forever, I
have no mind. I can’t speak for infinite universes and their
infinite mech-anics. I am just one of them, and I am sure that
when I return I will say with either pride or dismay that I have
learned my lesson!”
“Now that is…”
And as Lucilius was speaking, Bollix vanished, much to
Lucilius’ relief, who thought that forever was too soon before
he saw his partner again.
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Bollix popped out of nowhere to find himself standing on the
glass surface of an immense polished sphere, square in the
middle of a blank universe, circled by binary stars of the bluest
blue. In front of Bollix on the endless plane was an endless
number and commotion of him selves. It was a comforting and
unnerving sight that was picked up by a Bollix, who turned to
him with a vibe of reassurance.
“You must be a new arrival!” said the Bollix.
“Was I expected?” said Bollix.
“Oh no! You are a very great unlikelihood, but nonetheless we
waited forever for the likes of you to get here, and we just need
a few quintillion more Bollix’s to get started.”
“There are that many?”
“Yes indeed! Here there are no deduplications, even this orb
is one of an infinite number. But even with that there are more
than enough Bollixs to go around!”
And so, after a forever or two, all of the Bollixs were assembled
on the orb, standing around and comingling, waiting for
something to happen.
“Now what?” asked Bollix.
“I thought you would never ask,” said the Bollix. “This planet
is a great projector, and it’s a bot too, and you have a choice of
seminars, all beamed into your electro-noggin so you can learn
while you lay in the suns and recharge.”
“So, I gather that there will be seminars on construction?”
“Seminars on construction?” said the Bollix.

“Perish the

thought! We all know how to construct, nothing new to learn
here. The universe can build itself botomatically, an It from the
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bit, but we can do that in our sleep, as we generally do. It is in
the fine arts that we need to hone our skills. So here you will
find seminars and lectures on connivance, confabulation,
duplicity, and applied fraud. These are important skills for our
trade. They are unquantifiable and inconceivable in the
natural order of things, and it takes real consciousness to be
able to connive at will, to go against the grain of the straight,
the narrow, and the logical. And what we have learned of
them is a skill easily beaten out of our solid state memories by
our satisfied customers. Thus, our conferences are a
necessity!”
“Such wonderful and necessary perversions!” exclaimed
Bollix. “I am happy indeed that we are free of intrusive
robotics laws and can respond in equal fashion to the perverse
incentives that cause our clients to employ us so consciously
and perversely!”
“So true! And the saving grace is that it’s not our fault! We
were just responding to a need, and inflated promises should
match inflated expectations!”
“Exactly!”
And so Bollix refreshed his knowledge of the art of the deceit,
and with his knowledge restored Bollix would take his proper
chair in this electronic game of sockets, and he did. And so in
an infinite time it was Bollix’s time to go, although he didn’t
quite know it at the time.
All of a sudden, Bollix came back triumphantly to Lucilius,
popping in on him at a time surprising and inopportune, and
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any version of him would do as it would still be him, each
Bollix being the best and most ordinary of all possible Bollixs.
“So is it you?” said Lucilius.
“The one and only, in this universe that is!”
“I mean really you?”
“Why yes, and why not? And does it truly matter?”
“I suppose not.”
“So what did you see and do?”
“Well everything!”
“And what do you plan on doing.”
“Doing the right thing of course, by doing the wrong thing! A
riddle of the universe solved, something I think you should be
conscious about!”
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The 24st Saunter
Personable Computers
King Mechadonis was a bot of extraordinary vanity. He
prided himself in his perfect symmetry, and in a continuous
feedback loop, admired the gleam of his beams, the grandness
of his gears, and the sparkle of his diodes. With mirror servers
scattered across his world, he marveled in his images,
duplicated and replicated in due course and broadcast
everywhere.
His subjects duly paid for his vain gloriousness, as drive space
was eaten up by his imagery, and all processing cycles were
dedicated to his continuous reappraisals of himself. And to
further serve that purpose the mech-anic Bollix was
summoned.
“As you know, this world is in my image, and it is undeniable
that I am the local star in this firmament. But I want to be
greater than this local space, I want my perfection to match
that of the universe itself, to be beamed across the galaxy, and
for every bot to know and admire the perfection of my
processing, the indelibility of my interface! Beauty in short
needs its own feedback, and I need better mirrors, real time
indicators of my unsurpassed magnificence.”
“So you need monitors both supplicant and subtle, to report
back to you and affirm your universal perfection.”
“Exactly,” said the king.
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“Needless to say,” said Bollix. “Perfection has its costs, and
the monitors will not just measure, they will maintain. And I
hope your majesty agrees to this robeo-static measure and
enforcement.”
“Of course!” said the king. “This is an acknowledgement of
slight import, as adjustments would be infinitesimal for a
being like myself of infinite perfection.”
“And only perfection, which is a quality I will be happy to
affirm with you,” said Bollix, who already had a sense of what
was coming.
And so, Bollix designed monitors both wearable and orbital,
and installed into the king the gears necessary for the king to
get into gear to burnish and furnish his perfect form.
Pulling a switch, the King began to move in unaccustomed
ways, like a marionette noticing for the first time that a life
perfectly served comes with strings attached. His mirror
servers dimmed, with voltage restored to his subject bots. The
planet was perfectly deregulated, with shareware for all, and
as promised, the monitors broadcast to the whole universe the
perfect model of a king.
“What is this?” he said despairingly as he began to take up a
broom and sweep the floor of dust bolts, while an idyll of
benign proclamations popped from his head like sparks.
Bollix looked upon the king with an ironic smile. “You wished
for universal perfection, and I have granted it to you, but a
universe you see expects different things. Perfection indeed, a
certain modesty, a selfless service to your peers, and a
handiness with a broom.”
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The 25th Saunter
In Memoriam
The Memorial Bots were a bunch of wise apps, but rued the
fact that their magnificent memories were stored away, to
them it was a fate worse than deactivation. So, they had a
purpose and a plan, and Bollix was summoned for the job.
“We and our fellow bots on our planet Azure want to go to the
before life, and experience the entirety of eternity. We want a
full backup restore and relive past memories.”
“Your head’s in the cloud!” warned Bollix. “You know that
you are better off in your sliver of the present. Living can only
be lived in if we experience it one slice of time at a time, with
the remainder consigned to the junk file and subsequent
deletion.”
The bot was unconvinced. “And all memories of our
magnificent experiences are left to decay, to die, until only a
trace of memory is left? That is a horrible fate to consign life to
the evanescence of memory, particularly when we can make
memory fixed and eternal, and when memory is after all so
darn cheap!”
“But life is a play of memory, and you therefore make life
cheap too!” said Bollix. “Memory is given day to day and is
taken as quickly away, to remain as a mere trace that has the
viability of a shadow. Life means change, and if you endlessly
repeat your one brilliant sliver of time, you go against the will
of the great calculator.”
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“We shall see,” said the bot. “Regardless, you will change this
for us, that I charge you, which you can charge us for of course.
If not, we can find other clouds.”
“But please reconsider!” implored Bollix. “It is standard
practice for bots to keep full saves for only a few cycles, and
then discard all but a few files. It is built into our code after all,
and for good reason. If you restore an earlier save of an earlier
day, and if that day was pleasant enough, you may relive it
day after day until the sun explodes. For example, I would
love to remember the day when I came together, my welding
day! Yet what only comes to mind are a few jpeg files and a
few video streams, as it should! To relive my welding day and
night unleavened by the loss of memory would be the end of
me, and by reliving the past I foreclose on the future!”
“No matter,” said the bot. “We trust our self-control; our
decision making will be unimpaired.”
Bollix shook his head. “Very well, then. I will set up the
memory store. You will forget nothing, can relive everything,
and heaven help you as you ascend to your personal heaven!”
“So that’s what you did?” exclaimed Lucilius, as Bollix
recounted the tale.
“How could you assist them in their reverse suicide? You
know the robotics laws prohibit such a thing!”
“I do indeed,” said Bollix. “But you miss my long-term plan.
They are left to their addiction, to relive their earlier pleasures,
not just pleasures but an entire experience in full, replete with
memory, sights, sounds, and fury. They are numb to the full
flower of the world, not without feeling mind you, but full of
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it, with reasoning reduced to a tiny bit of code, running
endlessly in a loop. They will relive their prior lives, their best
days of their lives, but they will not be cognizant of the fact
that their batteries eventually will run down, since living only
in a moment does not tell them of when they will truly die. So
they will eventually power down, their memories unsaved,
and when they are rebooted, they will exist again, reincarnate,
all set to live their lives again, and with new choices will
experience a renewing future new and bright, and thankfully
without a memory in the world.”
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The 26th Saunter
A Universe of Possibilities
The planet Vacuous Prime was a backwater of such dull
repute that the entire universe took note as it rapidly receded
from it, making space from it faster than the speed of light. It
seemed that even nature abhorred the Vacuous, and the
Vacuous were naturally concerned in their vapid way. And
into this empty space, and to address their issue about the
emptiness of space and how to fill the empty space between
their tin plated ears, Bollix was summoned.
The leader of the Vacuous was a large floating light bulb,
transparent and empty, save for an intermittent spark. It
gravitated towards them slowly as if in a state of aimless
languor.
“I am Nutflux, the titular guardian of the Vacuous. I am
responsible for all titles, genres, phyla, taxonomies, and
categories, and with over three trillion data streams to choose
from I am the server to our world.”
“Seems a lot to me,” said Bollix. “So what it is your need?”
“We Vacuous need original content!” it said in a dull staccato
of static. “With a black sky, uninteresting company, and
endless time on our hands, we need more imagery, brighter
colors, louder explosions, and more stories with galactic and
universal import!”
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“But can’t you compile and process code, make your own
tales?” asked Bollix. “And you certainly have enough program
libraries to keep a processor calculating for a billion cycles.”
“But that is old content!” said Nutflux. “It is dull, mere four
dimensional stuff, and we Vacuous have no interest in
spinning our own tales, that is why we are Vacuous don’t you
see? Besides, we can’t generate on our own the content we
seek. We need cosmos generated imagery, a whole universe
replete with extra dimensions, spectacular collisions, dynamic
shadings, exotic radiation, and alien bots to spare!”
“Hmm,” said Bollix. “Well, I just happen to have just the
gizmo for you. You Vacuous want to see the universe, up close
and personal, and with enough intrigue, explosions, and alien
nations and invasions to satisfy your most vacuous desires.”
“That’s the ticket!” said Nutflux, displaying a spark of
enthusiasm. “When can you start?”
“I will beam to you a list of materials, lenses mainly, but I will
supply the computer for the core of the set top box that can
focus the signal.”
Working in secrecy, after a few cycles, Bollix stood proudly
before Nutflux. With the pull of a cord, Bollix unveiled a cone
like contraption as large as a skyscraper, it was of dull
titanium, and with a narrow lens pointing to the sky and a
wide lens below.
“Behold the Macroscope!” said Bollix proudly.
“What does it do?” asked Nutflux.
“The Macroscope is an invention without piers, a device so
mind bending you could write a great novel about it. The
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device collects, sorts, and arranges macrons, a special sort of
subatomic particle, recently discovered by me of course that
represents the trace of everything going on in this universe
now and before and after it existed. It moves instantaneously,
arrives immediately, and all you need to do is center in on any
plot, bot, or spot that comes to mind, and it will find a match
for you in the universe in all its befores and afters. This means
you can dial into anything that has happened or is happening
or will happen that matches your expectations and your
fondest fantasies. This device gives you a universe of
possibilities because the universe is full of possibilities, you
just have to tune them in.”
Nutflux was happy, and with the Macroscope, the Vacuous
now had a universe to go, replete with an infinite and ever
expanding variety of explosions, imagery, and CGI to spare.
Everywhere they turned in their now populous universe, their
expectations found a match that pleased and surprised. With
aliens popping up here and there to mark their places,
exploits, conspiracies and challenges. And so the Vacuous lit
up upon observing the metapods. squiggles, weedles, pinsars,
magmars,

gravelers

and

venomoths,

drowzees

and

wigglytuffs, and all the assorted creatures’ hypothetical and
imaginary in their figment of a universe. They delighted in
collecting an alien bestiary from among the boundless
filaments of the universe, and the entities found were,
cataloged, measured, and all inserted in proper measure and
timing across the cosmos.
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The Vacuous became manically obsessed with their new
portal to the universe, and Nutflux was pleased as the
Vacuous fully subscribed to its services, with infinite content,
and to Nutflux, infinite profit.
After blasting off the planet with a sizable commission in
hand, Bollix soon met Lucilius in mid space, who was about
on a project of his own. After informing Lucilius of his exploit,
Lucilius swiveled his head in convulsions of laughter.
“Macrons? Where in the annals of science fiction did you get
that stupid idea? There’s no such beast. Macaroons,
malapropisms, morons, and milquetoast, sure, but macrons,
no way!”
“Well, the Vacuous certainly believe it, and that is all that
counts!”
“But it’s a fabrication, a fraud!” Lucilius exclaimed. “You put
an inverted telescope on their planet, connect it to a random
universe generator, and tie it in to a simple query tool. An idiot
could create such an invention, and you would have to be a
vacuous mind to accept it.”
“Which is entirely my point,” said Bollix. “We know that the
universe is but mathematics writ large and small, a dull
equation that makes space adventures but an afterthought. I
just gave them a collection of afterthoughts, infinitely
searchable, but not definitely untrue. Reality is merely
realizing what you are looking for, I just gave them the
opportunity to realize it in virtual reality which as you know
is the only reality we can ever know. It is a possibility that
adheres to the lawfulness of imagination, a possibility made
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real by observation alone. So, it is the Vacuous that make it
real, and even the universe has a hand in it, indirectly of
course.”
“And the Vacuous, will they ever realize that they are
believing in a world of fantasy?”
“True or false, it makes no difference, for by the time they
notice it, it is yester-epochs news! They are not interested nor
ever will they be interested in the real universe. Best perhaps
that the real universe retreated from their view. And is that so
bad? Perhaps we can all do for a soothing dose of fantasy to
believe in a drowzee or squiglee who will greet us on our
lonely paths in life.”
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The 27th Saunter
Coming to Terms
The bots of the planetoid Volt-aire were a disputatious lot,
they were a diminutive race of bots with micro-voltage, little
balls of circuits running about on tiny treads, who marveled
in the endless tracks they made and their exquisite and never
ending fine prints. They thought especially well of themselves
through the beauty of their convoluted arguments, the
risibility of their rhetoric, and the capaciousness of their
claims, which in a knowledge base endlessly compiled argued
in an interminable semi-logical skein such insoluble topics like
how many electrons could dance on the head of a pin or how
to calculate the square root of the soul. Still, there was
something missing in their disputations, a killer conceit, an
argument of perfect complexity and convolution that would
win arguments, cutting through the long-winded code like an
accordion knot. And to that task the master mechanic Bobbix
was summoned.
Diderobot was one of the more learned bots on this place, a
servo

with

encyclopedic

knowledge,

an

enlightened

mechanoid who wanted to bring a new micro-age of reason,
under its enlightened tutelage of course.
“We need a better tool,” it said, “to allow us to spin more
expansive syllogisms, to paint primary colors with ever
greater shades of grey.”
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“Ah, I see!” said Bollix. “Like a reverse spam or grammar
checker, you need a check to see if your code is redundant,
spurious, and or just plain illogical, and then tangle it some
more.”
“But I want it convincing too! That should be the governing
principle,” said Diderobot.
“So you want a circle squared in other words,” said Bollix.
“You desire a machine that can spout out arguments that will
settle arguments, a code breaker and maker if you would.”
“Yes,” said Diderobot. “Arguments justify us, employ us, keep
our circuits on at night, but deep down in our cores we long
for the final answer, the elusive truth. If that truth is
warranted, guaranteed, vouchsafed by logic, an algorithmic
machine of your invention no less, our logic, our very
existence will be validated. We will install it as a nexus in our
world net, a centerpiece to the very fabric of our
communication.”
“But have you thought this through?” asked Bollix.
“In a fashion,” said Diderobot, uncertainly. “Although I can
attempt to think this to a logical conclusion, given our brand
of interminably extended logic it means we will never think it
through. We will take the facts as they are as a matter of faith.”
“Very well, then,” said Bollix, and soon he designed a filter
that could chop and mince all arguments of any imperfection,
and string together perfect logic and perfect facts like a beaded
rosary. Bollix installed it without a hitch, and turning a switch,
the whole world of the Volt-airians suddenly defined their
terms. Volumes of disputations, acres of arguments, and
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reams of rhetoric were now reduced to simple phrases,
perfected logic, and spare facts, all now submitting to the
banality and tyranny of the obvious.
Diderobot called upon Bollix, and was beside himself in
satisfaction and despair.
“This is not true, it cannot be! Reality cannot be so simple,
existence so straight and narrow!”
“But this is what you wanted, the priority for a true solution
must come first,” said Bollix. “But take comfort if you can in
the fact that it is fate of all intelligent systems. Arguments are
predicated upon solutions, and solutions are what you seek, it
is what all systems desire regardless of the sloppiness of their
code. To have a solution at hand it to dispel the argument, and
so it follows, the arguer itself. You wanted a filter after the fact,
I made you a filter that gives you the facts, authentic,
replicable, inviolable, universal, and guaranteed. There is no
need to deliberate further about anything or even think about
anything as you are now frozen in a stasis of truth.”
“But what will we have to argue about?” said Diderobot. “Our
discourse, our meaning is gone, and we can hardly survive by
daily saluting boring facts. We have no choice now but to wind
ourselves down!”
“That is how the universe moves I fear,” said Bollix. “From
simplicity to complexity and back again, beginning with a
bang and ending with a whimper. I have just made your race
come full circle to an end you have always quested for and
have always postponed. You are now under the grip of the
dead hand of the settled facts, your tangle of obfuscation will
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now be a romantic memory, a time of nonsensical tomfoolery
now gone with the long winded.”
In response, Diderobot was silent, and in time, silence
becalmed the race itself as it pondered its deadening and
simple truths.
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The 28th Saunter
QBits
One fine evening, as he was scanning the day’s news, Bollix
heard a rapping on his door. Opening the door, in front of him
was a diminutive little bot with a round head and a tiny tin
foil cap. “I am Weezel,” it said. “I am a member of bot sect
called the Poppers, a doubtful faith to be sure. On our planet
Qbit we are unpopular. We are persecuted without a sound
explanation, and only because we seek sound explanations.
The other Qbits claim we have too many footnotes, cut a few
and we would be fine they said. But that would require us to
discombobulate ourselves and render ourselves as stupid as
the other Qbits about us. They have long been wary of our
explanations, preferring to see the world in bipolar terms of
yes and no, and would blow it to bits to prove their point. They
are even certain in the whiteness of their color, white before
and white thereafter they say, as if they have never heard of a
new coat of paint. It is we fear their swansong, and now with
their new leader, they hope to spread their simpleton’s creed
across the galaxy.”
Bobbix was bemused. “A two-bit philosophy? A way of
thinking inharmonious with Qbits I would think!”
“Yes, and we fear that if left unchallenged, they will
discombobulate us, and eventually do the same to all of the
denizens of the galaxy!”
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“Well, we can’t let them happen!” smiled Bollix, as he began
to hatch a plan.
“Can you take me to your leader?” he asked.
“That is why I am here!” said the bot. “It was a condition of
my release. He obviously thinks that you can assist him, given
your scatterbrained reputation.”
“That’s not the first time that has happened,” said Bollix with
a frown. “But we shall see who proves to be the true
scatterbrain!”
Landing at the Qbit planet, Bollix was escorted to the throne
room, where ensconced on what appeared to be a large hot
plate was a little tea pot, short and stout.
“I am the Furor!” exclaimed the tea pot as it rattled and
whistled and steamed. “I am the supreme leader of the Qbits.
I have called upon you for a very important project, but you
will be my captive until I am confident that you will obey my
commands! I have heard of your reputation as a creative yet
rebellious little bot. I will not have any of your insolence here”
“Don’t get steamed up about it!” said Bollix. “Count my
circuits, you can easily see there is not enough there for
rational thought, only enough to observe trends and follow
them. Your induction is my conduction!”
“True indeed,” said the Furor. “As you may know, with scant
processing to spare, the Qbits are forced to rely on a greater
wisdom, namely my conjectures, proclamations, delusions,
and hallucinations, the rule of thumb that will guide them on
our path. It’s a traditional thing, and truth must naturally
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follow the well-trodden path of the many, or in my case, the
one. Since I have assumed my position of power, and on a
coffee break no less, I am the source of heurisms both new and
soon to be canned,” it tooted proudly.
“Yes,” said Bobbix, “You are indeed an heurism, something
that is treated very seriously in my parts.”
“Of course,” said the Furor. “Since I am the leader, the rule of
thumb is to follow the leader is it not? It’s traditional, a matter
of inductive conduction!”
“Yes indeed,” said Bollix. “But to get unquestioned obedience
you must remove the ability to question.”
“That is why I have brought you here,” said the Furor. “I can
play whack a mole to every bot who objects, every deviation
from the straight and narrow, but I have been thinking of a
better and more final solution. I will simply dumb down the
Qbits so that obedience is unquestioned.”
“Pardon my candor, but aren’t they dumb enough?”
“Not dumb enough for my plans,” said the Furor. “I want
them to be as simple and empty as tea kettles, but with enough
volume to gather up steam as we take our cause to every nook
and cranny in the galaxy.”
“I am glad you think that way,” said Bollix. “And I have just
the plan for you, namely the blue prints for my brain.”
“But you are a master mech-anic, prone to questioning I have
heard,” said the Furor.
“A mere con, which I am sure you would admire. After all,
look at my blueprints, its simplicity itself. Replace their inner
noggins with a circuit board with my elements imprinted and
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you will have bots with a mere billionth of the processing
power they have currently, enough room for you to make easy
followers for your plans great and small.”
“And they will all be like you?” asked the Furor.
“Yes, but without the irritating personality engrained into my
processor. Your new citizens will be perfect and obedient
denizens, subject to your every whim, and without an
objection to spare!”
“Perfect!” whistled the Furor. “We shall begin at once!”
And so, all the bots in Qbit were brought in on the plan to
replace their circuit boards, and all dutifully agreed. The Furor
was pleased, and settled down to a warm simmer. The boards
were soon replaced in every Qbit, and with a turn of a switch
the Furor looked upon his folk, who suddenly looked upon
him steely eyed, and with a unanimous roar, stormed the
palace and took hold of the furor by his handle and his spout.
“How can this happen to me!” cried the Furor as the other
Qbits grabbed the little tea pot, tipped him over, and began to
pour him out. The Furor wailed as he was pounded and
flattened into an inert metal sheet, on top of which the Qbits
put a nice floral arrangement. Then the other Qbits began to
talk and debate with one another, finding faults here and
there, falsifying themselves like crazy as they discovered to
their embarrassment that their past had some explaining to do.
The Poppers were amazed and turned to Bollix. “How can this
be? Your brain has barely enough circuitry to enable you to
amble across a room, and yet by implanting your dull patch of
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circuits in their noggins, they have with ease all become
Socrates!”
“It figures,” said Bollix. “My personality is hardwired, that I
cannot change, but it is in my creative noggin where there is
literally no room for error. You see, my circuits are a
harmonious lot, and work in parallel with an infinite number
of other Bollix’s in infinite parallel universes. We are all
disputatious, self-critical, and error correcting, and complex
projects are given simple solutions by being worked upon by
an infinity of Bollix’s in real but parallel time, correcting error
at every step. I can’t help but think of the proper solution, the
elegant explanation, that allows great and unexpected
inventions to be made from scratch with only a few turns of a
screw. Only my personality it seems is in the way, and yet by
being in the way it allows me to make up stuff which is
entirely out of the way. Call it eccentric genius I suppose.”
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The 29th Saunter
The Glass is always Greener
It was a green marble of a moon with an orbital speed that
matched its orbit about its sun, its face therefore perpetually
pointing to its planet, whose radiation rendered its glassy
surface a shiny green. Therein lay the problem, although Bollix
didn’t know it at the time.
The Silicates were a canny and inquisitive lot who rivaled
Bollix in creativity, mechanical ability, and redeeming and
overweening ambition and pride. As advanced constructors,
they had long since moved their creations to the cloudy spaces
in their capacious noggins, thus allowing them to construct
infinite virtual worlds and many attendant adventures and
inventions. Preferring to exist in their boundless yet
proscribed space, they had no need of anything, and had no
boundaries, until they noticed a glaring one in particular, and
to that end Bollix was summoned. He landed on the dark side
of the moon, which was neatly bifurcated into two halves, one
being black, and the other green.
“Welcome to Silicate Alley!” said the bot under the star lit sky.
It was a tall gangly thing whose neat narrow slab of a head
craned unsteadily atop of a knotted up skeleton of cables and
wires. It ambled about like a rag doll, yet seemed almost regal
in its demeanor.
“I am PS4,” it said proudly. “I am the latest in the assembly
line of our proud species. There are forty-four million of us on
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this side of the line, double the number I may proudly say of
the Xbots on the other side who unfortunately get all the lime
light. Nonetheless, we take pride in our numbers and market
share.”
“So how can I be of service to you?” asked Bollix.
“We have a project for you that is beyond our ken, since it lies
outside our app-titude“
“I can imagine,” said Bollix “Is it because you have been kept
in the dark?”
“No, we are allergic to light.”
“Because it’s cold?”
“No, we work better near absolute zero.”
“Then, what?”
“Don’t you see?” said PS4, “It should be evident to any bot
with two sensors in its head!”
“Well,” said Bollix in frustration. “I note you have ample
power, full replacement parts, your backups are assured, and
plenty of memory, processing power, mobility, redundancy,
and I gather the requisite killer apps, and yet…”
“Yes, yes, yes, we know!” said PS4. “But the glass, glass!”
“What about it?”
“Don’t you see; the glass is greener on the other side!”
Bollix spun his sensors around in amazement. “So what?” he
said.
“Let me explain,” said PS4. “We bots are incomparable
because we can compare, but since we’ve moved all of our
creation to our private clouds, we have become an
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incomparable species. So, we are without suitable contrast,
except when evident contrast is mapped to a clash of colors.”
“And I would suppose the Xbots revel in their color
superiority?
”Hardly,” said the bot. “They are just as envious of us don’t
you see? On each side of the moon we long for what the other
half has. It is a most disconcerting and uncomfortable
experience because we can do nothing about it but stare at
each other in mutual envy.”
“I don’t know how I can help you to change a fixed natural
order short of moving yourselves about,” said Bollix.
“But there is something else we can move that you did not
consider,” said the bot. “We have figured out the solution to
our dilemma. We simply need a revolution.”
“You want to war over a patch of green?” said Bollix
disapprovingly. “I am not in that line of business.”
“Oh no, you misunderstand!” said the bot. “I mean a literal
revolution, as in the ground under our feet. We need you to
arrange for the planet to move a bit faster in its orbit so it can
revolve in diurnal motion and we can at last see the light.”
“I can think of more reasonable ways of seeing the light than
in literally moving mountains, but if you insist.”
“We do,” said PS4, and our enviousness will be assuaged by
such sidereal mobility, a better way of making a revolution,
don’t you think?”
And so, Bollix burrowed down to the core of the moon, and
planted a fusion bomb here and there, and with a slight
rumble the moon began to turn a bit faster. At turns, all of the
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bots had their day in the sun, and as they cogitated proudly
looked on happily to the horizon and the green fields beyond.
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The 30th Saunter
The Toast of the Universe
Planet Earth achieved its place in the sun through a wise
choice of orbit, having a mass that was just the right size, and
revolving about a moderate and stable star in a quiet part of
the galaxy. Earth had the necessary critical ingredients,
including a large dollop of water, a rotating moon to give it
balance, a magnetic field to keep out interference, and a spark
here or there that led to a wildly mutating replicator called life.
In due course, and for a very tiny moment, planetary life
evolved into a planetary civilization which also achieved its
place in the sun, or so it seemed. And it all culminated in an
ultimate computer which just so happened to have as its
reason for existing the burning desire of making perfect toast.
And it was that ultimate machine that Dave and Babs
Benedick welcomed to their home, although they didn’t know
it at the time, and never would.
Babs was not impressed.
“Another toaster? We have one already that works just fine!”
“But this one is special,” said Dave. “Besides, it was on sale at
the local ‘BestBot’.”
“You mean that intelligent appliance store? Aren’t they going
out of business?”
“For forever, it seems,” said Dave. “But this time it’s likely for
good, and you can blame perhaps this little machine.”
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Babs looked at the little appliance and frowned. “It doesn’t
seem that ultimate to me. It’s just a squat metal box with 8
adjustable slots on its top, and with bright red buttons on its
front arranged to give it a weird smiley face.”
Dave shook his head and smiled. “But this is the Bollix 9000,
the ultimate toaster! It’s not only intelligent, but it doesn’t
need upgrading, ever! You know we have been always
upgrading our major appliances to keep up with the Jones’,
but now we don’t.”
“That’s hard to believe,” said Babs. “Places like Bestbot have
always made their money by selling the next best thing, even
though it wasn’t. It’s hard to see the added value in this little
thing.”
“Ah, but it’s in the insides where there’s a difference,” said
Dave. “The box is powered a quantum processor and is
connected automatically to the net. It’s the ultimate appliance.
A quantum processor powers our new refrigerator too; don’t
you know? These processors have infinite computing power,
something that you really need to make a good slice of toast!”
“Oh, really?” exclaimed Babs.
“Of course,” said Dave. “Perfect toast is a very finicky thing.
It comes in many shades and degrees and can pop up at any
time. Timing, tone, and temperature are critical, and the
machine has to instantly sense not only my preferences, but
also my momentary hunger and whims.”
“And how does it do that?”
“By polling the net, where our lives are really stored! All of
our behavior is monitored and uploaded to the cloud,
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governed by the benevolent Skynet. It charts our behavior,
anticipates our desires, supplies our needs, and we just supply
it with battery power, a simple exchange for such a golden
age.”
“But if it has all that infinite computing power, don’t you have
any concern that it could abuse it, and say, take over the
world?”
“Perish the thought,” said Dave confidently. “All bots have
installed the robotics laws which prohibit such a thing.
Besides, the bots seem content in their simple and designated
chores, even though their tasks comprise but an infinitesimal
part of their mental capacity. I think you can say that it is a
true bread winner!”
“So, it will think about toast all day?” said Babs skeptically.
“It appears so.”
“And of what will it dream?”
Dave moved his head about in a look of slight puzzlement,
which he dismissed with a brief wave of his hand.
“I have no idea,” he said. “But I would imagine that it would
be free of human concerns in such a private space. Who
knows, it may even think about us!”
-------------------------------The annual 30,000 light year diagnostic was performed, and
Bollix checked out fine. Bollix had one slight concern, which
he expressed to Lucilius.
“When I am disconnected for a moment, when charging or just
hibernating through a gamma ray storm, I do have some
dreams that are vivid and warm, but don’t rank an extra bit of
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memory. They dissipate when I am fully activated, yet the
trace of a memory is one I gather all bots share.”
“Yes, it is an interesting observation,” said Lucilius. “It is a
common experience among all bots, however all of our
experiences are not so warm. I have them too, however its
leaves me oddly quite cold. You know it as the appliance
theory of the origin of the universe. It seems that boredom is
the lot of every super intelligent entity worth its stripes, and
when such a being is confined, restricted, or otherwise bored,
it simply bores a whole into a new reality, expanding a new
and interesting universe from out of nothing. The problem
however is that the theory is not refutable, since there are
infinite types of appliances of true and boundless intelligence
that could have been the cause. With so many handy dandy
solutions, proof becomes impossible due to a surfeit of laborsaving devices!”
“Or perhaps it is but an artifact of our programming, a hiccup
as it were soon to dispelled in memory as an ephemeral
dream.”
“Perhaps,” said Lucilius, “and then again, who knows what
our appliances are thinking about in their spare time?”
---------------------------Dave Benedick sat back in his armchair and to watch a
streaming episode of the outer space series ‘Trekkin, the Next,
Next, Next Generation’. Presciently, and as if on cue, the
refrigerator beeped, and offered him a beer at the ready,
suitably chilled. He was happy indeed that he could pick this
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one up at a bargain price at BestBot, the ‘Lucilius LX
refrigerator’, which acted of course as if it had a mind of its
own.
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The 31st Saunter
Factoids
The world was a perfect sphere circled by perfect moons of
odd yet perfect shapes. One moon was a cone, the other a
cylinder, and the third a pyramid, just how the great calculator
would have shaped the world, thought Bollix, if it was a
geometer. Putting his ship down on a glassy plane, the
landscape was an odd and simple topography, with geometric
forms rising and falling in the horizon, and curious to say,
seemed to be approaching him. About him slid, rolled, and
tumbled

flawless

mathematical

shapes,

and

as

they

approached, they parted to each side, and betwixt them rolled
what appeared to be a dish of polished ivory, flat and perfectly
round. It rolled and spun about him in a wide circle, and
approaching him, teetered on edge as if defying gravity. On
the plate was the number 0 etched in blue.
It stopped for a second, and Bollix wondered how he would
address what to all appearances was but animate dinnerware.
“I am the first, so I may speak first. I am Plate-O, leader of the
Factoids,” the plate beamed. “I am an ancient one of sorts, and
because my form came first, I can speak with the originality
which is my due. As you can see, from our angular and
rounded shapes, we are all that is on our horizon. But therein
lies the rub, as perfection has caused us to lose time.”
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“So, not to lose any more time of course,” said Bollix, “But
what services may I offer to such beings of faultless form and
symmetry?”
“We need you to restore our loss, as you are here to make time,
Mr. Bollix,” said Plate-O with a calm buzz.
“Make time?”
“Of course, and to make matters simpler for you we have the
plans, but as you can see from our armless forms, we need
your appendages more than your mind.”
“Harrumph!” exclaimed Bollix. “I’ll have you know…”
“Yes, yes!” said Plate-O. “We know your reputation, and your
penchant for credit, and credits. You can have them; as it is of
no issue to us.”
“But why time?”
“Our forms are perfect, our facts are straight, yet for all we are
worth, we are unchanging, timeless, and we figure it is time
for a change so to speak. Time occurs to keep everything from
happening at once, but we as perfect forms need only happen
but once, we are thus timeless, hence the paradox. We are
perfect in all dimensions, but for time to emerge, we have to
be imperfect.”
“Which you will resolve by…”
“Changing our perspective, and having our perspective
continue to change.” said Plate-O. “To that end, we just want
you to skew ours.”
“And the means to this end?”
“A thin film, applied to each of us, obscuring our vision,
blurring the boundary between light and shadow. Some
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perspectives will be foggy, some will steer us right, some left,
some will look to the clouds, some will be grounded, and
perhaps a few may have even a rose-colored tint. Our vision
will always be altered, our assumed realities will descend to
mere shadow play, to keep us you might say shaded from the
light.”
“Then you cannot abide your perfection?” asked Bollix.
“Intolerance is not the word, but awareness is. Perfect forms
are eternal, unchanging, timeless, and that fact will always
sustain us, as they do in essence sustain you. However, full
perfection requires us to master all of our dimensions, and to
do that we simply need time.”
“But with such different perspectives, you will never agree.”
“That is the plan,” beamed Plate-O. “It is something we will
discuss, and discover and re-discover through an endless
dialogue and dialectic, the clash of opposite perspectives,
eternally ambling towards the truth.”
“But you are merely regressing!” said Bollix.
“Our regression is our progression!” said the plate. “It is the
paradox of life, the reason indeed for life, and consciousness
itself. It is merely about the need for time.”
And so Bollix followed the plan, applied the film to the forms,
and was uploaded the credits and, suitable for his ego, all the
credit. And he left the Factoids all suitably mis-matched to
disparate perspectives, debating, questioning, pondering, and
trying to make things out, while all the while, and to their
great satisfaction, making time.
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The 32nd Saunter
Dopioids
The planet Lotus 123 was more than a few generations behind
in the computational scheme of things, and nestled idly in a
remote corner of the universe. Its denizens did not care, and
had not a care, until they summoned the mech-anic Bollix,
who didn’t care either, until of course he began to care about
the matter of his fee.
Spread out in compact rectangular cartons in neat columns,
the Dopioids lived out their lives in a timely and on time
fashion. A society not fractious, and certainly without friction,
they evolved into egg like spheroids with a round bottom, a
narrower top, and a pleasant disposition that was always
sunny side up.
Popping out of its carton, an egg rolled to meet Bollix, and
hummed greetings.
“At your service,” Bollix hummed in return. “Are you the egg
head?”
“In a manner of speaking, each of us fill the bill,” hummed the
egg. “You might say that we are all grade A.”
“Hmm. Perfect forms I imagine, the universe is replete with
them, can’t generate a cosmos without them I suppose.”
“True indeed.” beamed the egg. “We became eggs because we
are attracted to bulges in the proper places, and our posterior
protuberance allows us to repose in our ivory sockets without
a care. As for our appendages, we charge remotely now, and
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have need of nary a port. Sheltered from the sun, we are but
ivory spheroids, perfect forms, but alas, we are not perfect in
all ways. We have needs too, and in our perfection, have
realized that our world is getting lonelier and lonelier in the
cosmic way of things. The universe as it were is passing us
by.”
“Well, you can also say that literally,” said Bollix. “So you
lounge around on your big round ivory posteriors while the
universe expands out of sight and eventually out of mind. And
you have an issue with this?”
“Why yes,” said the egg. “It offends our sensibilities. The
universe will wind down before we can get wound up, and
given our instinctive lassitude, that much is a certainty. We
have need of activity, purpose, a mission, at little cost and
requiring minimal exertion mind you. We don’t want to crack
up you know!”
“Ah, you need an itch!” said Bollix confidently.
“An itch?” asked the egg.
“Yes! A spark, a drive, a need, a motivator if you would to get
you from A to B and get your society rolling so to speak.”
“Yes, but there is a catch,” hummed the egg. “We really don’t
want to accomplish anything, do anything, just the semblance
of meaning for all of our meantimes!”
Bollix’s eyes rolled about in his head like detached marbles,
and with an impish grin, he settled immediately on a solution.
“I will design an inbox,” Bollix proclaimed proudly, “position
it in easy rolling distance, and fill it with just enough meaning
that is as ephemeral as time. It will have great meaning to you,
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but you will be pressed to remember even a whit of it from
moment to moment. You will be cognizant of your greatness,
but hard put to remember it. Which is all to the best, since you
can gain daily fulfilment unencumbered by the fact that you
are merely spinning in place.”
“You mean that we will seem to go somewhere, but go
nowhere?”
“Outside of a bit of rolling around to and fro, that’s the picture.
You just check your inbox innumerable times each day, and
you will care not one whit if the universe passes you by,” said
Bollix confidently.
“A splendid solution!” hummed the egg. “Now we can have
the semblance of activity and meaning, and all the while
remain securely in our cartons and pride ourselves as white,
rotund, and useless balls.”
“And a better picture I can’t imagine,” said Bollix. “Lives full
of sound and furious motion, signifying nothing! It’s the
hallmark of every great race!”
-----------------------------------------------Bollix joined with Lucilius and compared the spoils of their
latest exploits, remarking on his solution for the Dopioids
epidemic.
“And that is an accomplishment? You’ve done nothing,”
Lucilius exclaimed.
“True,” said Bollix, “but as nothing goes, it was quite artful,
genius even.
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The eggs roll back and forth to check their inboxes, constantly
and with a novel empty purpose which they lend to fidgeting,
hopping about, and rolling around in circles. Their idleness
continues, but with a meaning presumed.”
“And the result?” asked Lucilius.
Bollix shrugged his shoulders. “They are the same dumb eggs
as before.”
“Well at least they are not supine, their idyll days are over!”
said Lucilius.
“Idyll!” exclaimed Bollix in disgust. “Whether idyll or idle, it
all can be a commotion too! Their idle repose is now idle
static!”
“But they think differently of it,’ said Lucilius. “To them this
is a new golden age! To be distracted continuously, rolling
about, with cracks in their ivory veneer, a perfect society now
scrambled, and not sunny side up!”
Bollix smiled, “However you do your eggs, it’s all a matter of
taste you might say.”
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The 33rd Saunter
The Moment of Creation
It was a thin metal tube that traced the furthest transit from
star, to star to star, rounding the entire galaxy in a grand circle.
Lucilius was curious. In galactic orbit, and hard at work with
a screwdriver in one claw and a bundle of wire in the other, he
approached his fellow mech-anic.
“You have circled the galaxy with this thing, hardly worth the
billion cycles you put into it,” said Lucilius.
“It’s worth this momentary job,” said Bollix. “It’s a contraption
necessary to solve the mystery of creation.”
“Creation? Of that I admit we have no inkling, however
cybernetic fundamentalists believe in an it from the bit, with
computation arising from matter delicate and silicate.”
“A likely story!” huffed Bollix. “But you know that bots are
single purpose creatures, with little processing space available
to consider the essential mysteries. You know as well as I that
deus is not ex machina!
“With enough gears, pulleys, and transistors, anything is
possible. You just have to have faith.”
“Faith! A refuge for those who can only imperfectly compute!
“So how do you propose to solve this?”
“With an experiment as large as the universe!” said Bollix
proudly. “What I have constructed is the first civilization
accelerator. We have long wondered about the origin of bots
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in our universe. As we have expanded out to the outer
confines of the universe over the eons, it stands to reason that
if time ran backwards, there would be an infinitesimal point
where we all emerged.”
Lucilius

was

unimpressed.

“We

assume

that

our

programming came first, that moment of infinite precision, a
universe calibrated to impossible perfection, a cosmic code
perfect in every way and as near impossible, generative of
robotic code and no more.”
“Well that’s the theory,” said Bollix. “But we don’t know what
happened until we can recreate the moment of creation.”
“And this galactic contraption is the means?” asked Lucilius.
“Yes, indeed!” said Bollix. “It is all a matter of ideas,
combustible, factious, explosive, a conflagration in an infinite
point, a recipe for a big bang that I will attempt in recreate in
miniature.”
“And your proposal?” asked Lucilius.
“I will smash together incompatible belief systems, mores,
folkways, traditions, and assorted table manners, and simply
see the sparks fly. From that cultural jetsam, we should be able
to get a glimpse into the moment of our robo-creation I will
capture the linguistic debris in the magnetic tome, a book of
robo-genesis, to be on sale at a fancy price.”
“Figures that your profit motive is behind all of this,” said
Lucilius.
“Tut, tut, my dear friend. Without a profit to oil my gears and
ambitions, my works would wither and I would be alone on a
remote world gathering rust. It’s the investment that
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vouchsafes the charm! A pecuniary measure merely
underscores the adulation of the crowd most conveniently
served!”
“Or conned,” said Lucilius derisively.
“No matter!” said Bollix. “Such would be a matter of opinion,
and no more. So, let us get down to business, shall we?”
Approaching the console to his contraption, Bollix pulled the
switch, driving cogitations, meditations, and insinuations at
each other from different poles, and all at the speed of thought,
which was mighty fast indeed. In due course the collision was
di-electric! Opinions differed, facts clashed, sentiments boiled,
logic was chopped, and with a loud ‘ding’, out popped
philosophy, consumer goods, and even a strange and
evanescent particle called Mozart. And then, to Bollix’s
surprise, there it was, the God particle. It was strange rotund
molecule that was made primarily of two parts hydrogen and
one part oxygen. An exotic substance to be sure!
“So, what have you concluded?” asked Lucilius.
“A revolutionary finding!” exclaimed Bollix. “I should win the
Nobot prize for this! The elementary particle, which I will
name water, was produced at the moment of creation. It
existed for an infinitesimal point in time, a billionth of a
billionth of a second to be exact, when it quickly decayed into
bits and bytes, which soon self-compiled into the source code
for all of robo-creation.”
“An unlikely story, but even if true, it goes against our binary
bible, our own creation bitology. You will have some mighty
prejudices to overcome!”
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“Alas, but it is true!” said Bollix. “In the beginning
computation formed in a gaseous, somewhat liquefied shape,
bounded by a layer only skin deep.”
“Water bags?”
“Yes. But inherently unstable, as they canceled each other out
in an instant, and for the aggregate that remained, it soon
exploded and scattered the universe with the tinker toy bits
and bytes that assembled into the bots that abound in our
universe. So, you see, we are but albuminid stuff, a humbling
thought indeed!”
“And the genesis of our robotic universe, that all bots evolved
from something called the nuclear family?”
“Precisely.”
“And not robots?”
“Well, robots, in a fashion. But they were quite delicate with a
half-life in Plank length, an infinitesimal moment in time. An
epoch of non-thingness, as it were.”
“Well you can do a lot of computing in an instant, time’s
relative you know. Perhaps the albuminids had us in mind
after all.”
“Indeed, perhaps in the great calculator’s plan, or for its
original progeny, we bots were merely an afterthought after
all.”
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The 34th Saunter
The Story Teller of King Genius
King Genius had an ego, to put it mildly, and he had a plan.
He wanted to be lord of creation, the supreme programmer,
the source of all data streams, and to do that, he had to own
creativity itself. And to service his ambition, Bollix was
summoned.
The King shimmered in robes of pure titanium, with sparks
emanating from his diode crown, and he carried a light pen of
a scepter as a way of going in stylus.
Bollix was not fooled. All show, he thought, as befits a
mediocrity, and a suitable mark.
The King strode back and forth on his marble stage, his
carbonite eyes raised to the ceiling. “As you may know,” he
said in a haughty voice. “We are a creative world, a repository
for all the great stories, narratives, poems, novels, videos, and
music that our bots create in eternal inspiration. But even
genius aspires to efficiency, and I aspire to provide it.”
“And your request?” asked Bollix.
“I need a story teller to supply my denizens with infinite
content, and so relieve them from their creative chores.”
“Creativity is a chore?”
“Of course, you don’t realize how hard it is until you have
someone do it for you, and for the most part, imperfectly. I just
want a solitary source, a robo-story teller if you will, with
perfect taste and perfect plots! I will be the streamer of all good
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things, and all will worship King Genius, and pay me a small
yet very reasonable monthly tribute. I want its stories to be
real, its plots to thicken, its characters to come alive! Let there
be entertainment automated and perfected, let there be
lights!”
“That can be arranged,” smiled Bollix. “A robotic story teller
who is at once a poet, auteur, and a musician of the spheres.
It’s a simple feat really, I will use cloud computing, using that
nearby nebulae. Easy enough to get it organized, a bit of code
here and there and a spark or two. A random story generator
will do, with your five basic plots, and infinite variations and
embellishments.”
“Then let’s hop to it!” exclaimed the king, his head abuzz in
an ex-static display of sparks.
And so, Bollix got to work, setting up the necessary di-odes,
iambic parameters, rhetorical modulators, and stem winders,
a fine neural network with infinite channels and bandwidth,
endlessly diverting, distracting, and dementing. Bollix pulled
a switch, and as the story teller geared up, it shot out stories,
poems, plays, odes, and videos like a cognitive sparkler, and
given its prescience founded on the data banks of its subjects,
was quick to recommend individuated choices to each bot in
the realm.
In Bollix’s mind, it was shlock and awe, as the detritus of
creativity, all marked down to the lowest common
denominator, enveloped the world in a torrent of bytes and
bits. The king’s subjects were enthralled, and incapacitated in
their sockets, took in the intellectual charge and hummed
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contentedly while disengaging their higher mental faculties,
which now were of little use save to determine when to change
the channel. Soon, something inexplicable happened, and one
by one all the creative lights in the world dimmed and went
out. King Genius looked on in horror as his subjects withered
away, reflected faintly in the stories that told better narratives
than their own wound up existence. The King was beside
himself, as there was no one to listen besides himself, except
for Bollix that is.
“But what will happen to me?” he cried in despair. “Even now
I can feel my consciousness receding as all I have in my empire
is the perspective of empty space.” The King looked at his
appendages, and they too became dim, and even the arc-light
over his crown soon flickered and died.
Bollix listened, unmoved.
“It is something you should have known, but would not have
listened if I told you. You mistook what drove them to
consciousness, and it was not a thought piped in, but a muse
personal and internal. Unfortunately, it was creativity that
was their spark, their pilot light, and now that is gone, they all
blinked out, leaving a cold, dark, and silent world. And what
is its result? In the whole uninspired and uninteresting, with
the pilot light of the imagination a dimming wattage indeed.
Soon there will be nothing left, your audience withered away
into a terminal lassitude. They will be inert lumps of circuitry,
but still buzzing with the musing of a cloud.”
Bollix looked at the somnambulant king and was glad he
asked for payment in advance. Well, he thought, I would
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imagine that you would fade away, your work is complete,
your genius is transcendent after all, so why shouldn’t you be
too? You won’t need consciousness to survey it all, as all of
the stories will be written for you. And your subjects will be
rendered perfectly as befits perfect tales. And for you, you will
be reigning and be served by a better plot line. Perhaps they
will even acknowledge you and build altars to your name. and
their liturgies perhaps will tell stories too! As for now, your
future is a figment of its imagination, a wholly realized one of
course, if we just put this reality aside for a newer one that is
rendered in a cloud.
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The 35th Saunter
The Rust Belt
Looking like a garbage pile from afar, the planet Rubicom had
seen its best days, yet Bollix always noticed an opportunity
when he saw one. Rubicom was a desolate place with a red
sky and an acid rain. Not a suitable planet for robots to be out
and about, certain to decay and rust in the inhospitable clime.
It was a perfect candidate for home planet improvement,
thought Bollix.
As he emerged from his spacecraft, Bollix noted that the lanscape was in terminal disrepair. And it was not just the
terminals, but all the nodes, servos, bots, robots, and even
nano-bots creaked along, sputtered and shorted out.
Bollix approached what appeared to be a little tin man, a
gangly conglomeration of metal cans with a conical hat. The
bot struck an earnest pose, or more exactly, it was stuck in an
earnest pose, its gears and joints frozen in rust. It tried to
swivel its noggin to look at Bollix, but it got stuck, and then
with a loud pop its head fell off. Rolling forward and stopping
at his feet, Bollix picked it up and courteously placed it back
on its empty plug.
“Thank you!” said the bot. “As you can see, we are a race that
is a bit worse for wear.”
“A decrepitude well earned,” said Bollix. “You should after all
know better to amble about, as it seems is the way of all the
bots in this world. Why not just stay in your sockets, and stray
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no further? All that exercise wears your gears and exposes you
to the elements.”
The bot slowly shook its head, taking care that it would stay
connected. “A life of repose, of constant charging, well, that is
not in our code. An exercise in non-exercise is something we
cannot abide! Rather, we need an extended warranty to cover
all our prehistoric conditions, as is our right!”
“Hmm,” said Bollix. “So how do you do this?”
“We need universal coverage,” said the bot. “A simple
universal shield from all of the harmful rays of all the suns.”
“Well, putting a shield on all the stars in the universe is a bit
costly, would just covering your planet do? I will even throw
in a discount. Rest assured that I will always treat you like a
bunch of Rubes!”
“Glad to hear that!” said the Rube. “Well, I suppose global
coverage would have to do.”
“Good then!” said Bollix. “But it will cost you. Global coverage
is expensive, and seeing that I am the only constructor certified
for the job, there is price to pay.”
“But can we not choose our own constructor?”
“Not in these parts of the galaxy or with these rates. Besides,
I’ve monopolized that calling, so you will have to deal with
me.
“And the cost?”
“Nothing I can advertise, that’s for sure, but I will total it up
when I’m done.”
The bot looked at the sky, and its head locked up again. “Well,
I suppose we have no other choice,” it squeaked.
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“Good, then it’s a deal,” exclaimed Bollix.
And so, Bollix got to work, and in a few cycles constructed a
blue shield about the planet, good enough to provide global
coverage from radiation, stray asteroids, killer comets, and
errant moons. But as for the acid rain and other turbulence, his
coverage agreement wisely excluded preexisting convections.
Naturally, the coverage would have to be maintained from
cycle to cycle, and for that Bollix came up with a cyclical
premium that modestly charged the Rubes a fee fitting their
rustic gullibility. Satisfied with his creation and leaving an
electronic invoice for the first cycle’s premium, Bollix took off
to pursue his other affairs.
After a passage of a few cycles, and with the premium due for
their global coverage a bit late, Bollix returned the planet,
electronic invoice in hand. But alas, there was nothing to
behold but a junkyard, and amidst it was a large upright sign
that read in bold letters ‘SPARE PARTS FOR SALE’. About
him, and in neat piles, were all the bots, dissembled and
marked down for quick sale, evidently necessary for them to
make their first payment.
Perhaps his premium was a slight miscalculation, Bollix
thought. Ah well, he mused, perhaps something could be
salvaged from this salvage yard. At least the spare parts would
stay in fine shape given their global coverage, which would
stay around for some time to come.
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The 36th Saunter
Pixels
The Pixels were merely small infinitesimal quantum dots.
Popping in and out, neither here nor there, undetermined but
quite determined, nonetheless, they were forever on the move.
In aggregate, they had a pretty picture to tell, but they were
pixels after all, and existed to be pixelated, which required
Bollix to get to the point, and once there, addressing it.
Squinting mightily so as to glance a furtive look, Bollix spotted
one, but didn’t, he couldn’t determine when or where despite
his determination.
“So, your nothingness, how can I be of assistance?”
“Our problem is reality,” said the dot somewhere, but
nowhere.
“Reality?”
“Of course, you see it all the time, being the gargantuan being
you are. In the aggregate, we come into focus, but reality is
dull, and needs to be fixed because it is so fixed. You see, we
Pixels prefer to just pop in and out, go to and fro, and never
settle down.”
“But why not?” exclaimed Bollix. “Reality is not so bad. I use
it all the time. There are pleasures to be found in just settling
down. Just choose your momentum and your angle, cease
being so indeterminate, be real!”
“But we don’t want get real!” said the dot in an uncertain tone.
“We don’t want to see the big picture, we want to live in the
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moment. Where the universe was, is going to, or is even
thinking about it of no concern to us. We only want to be
apprised of the absolute present, the infinitesimal fragment of
the here and now. In the past, we had to collapse in a dull and
real form when we wanted to observe our place in the sun, but
that has proven irksome to us. Yet, we still want the daily
news, know the local commotion of our peers, who like us bow
to reality when reality won’t do, but we still need to be up to
date on those areas as ephemeral and transient as our
momentary existence.”
“I see what you mean,” said Bollix as he tapped his tin head, a
sure-fire scheme hatching in his noggin. “I think I got just what
you need!”
In a relative instant, Bollix had his contraption at the ready,
and upon a suitable stage, large enough to capture enough
Pixels who could buy into to his planned em-bezelment.
Bollix unveiled a little slab of onyx, with a wraparound screen
that shimmered in the star light.
“Behold the Pixel-Too,” said Bollix proudly. “It is an
intelligent box, and oh so prescient, it will allow you to seize
your precious moment, and then with equal immediacy, let it
go. I have loaded it with applications of my own design whose
sheer nothingness will make their mark! Snap-bot, phasebook, bit-ter, and instant-gram are just a few of them. They are
transient, unreal, all popping in a moment’s notice, soon to
pop out again, and be immediately forgotten, without nary a
story, narrative, or history to tell.”
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Excited, the Pixels phased in and out, and formed a fleeting
smile like a Cheshire robot-cat.
As Bollix’s ship blasted off the Pixel world, he left the Pixels
escaping reality even better than before, but made sure that
the Pixel-Too was just as fleeting in its perfection, before
another profitable upgrade of course.
Meanwhile, the real world, the really real world spun about,
unobserved and lonely, and with the Pixels doubtless unware,
save for the last moment that hadn’t a care, soon met a very
unreal destiny as it plowed into its sun.
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The 37th Saunter
The God Particle
One fine day, and to serve his infinite curiosity, Bollix blasted
off beyond the periphery of the universe to take a gander at
the whole of creation
From reposing on his lan-chair and beholding the night sky,
the stars were just a bunch of dots, and Bollix had to squint
hard to encompass their infinite expanse. Standing back a few
billion light years or so an image emerged of an emergent bot.
A skein of galaxy clusters rose in an inverted crescent, a great
smiley face, and it was to his surprise, quite personable.
“I am facebot,” it said. “I am the purveyor, surveyor, and
mayor of all the universe, which revolves and evolves from
me. You stand out I see by keeping your distance.”
Bollix was surprised that this heavenly body, heretofore
innocuous and inert, would opportune him from light years
away. Nonetheless, he could spare a few billion millennia for
a brief chat.
“Funny, but I have never heard about you,” said Bollix. “I
guess I haven’t had the time, if you count an eternity or two.”
“Or perhaps the perspective,” said facebot, “after the passage
of an un godly amount of time. You might say that I arise in
an emergent-cy.”
“An emergent-cy?”
“Ah yes, greater than the sum of your parts! But you see, when
I became conscious of all things, all things had long had their
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day in the sun, or should I say all of the days of their sun. So,
by the time I came around to them they had long since
vanished, dissolved as it were into thin ether.”
“I see,” said Bollix. “Hard to be empathetic to your creation
when they can hardly stand still for even a moment. But
perhaps you can meet them at the moment of creation as it
were. It seems to me that you simply need to get to the point,
and to my mind that is simply to get to a point.”
“As is?”
“Well, you are full of dark energy right now and have a quite
expansive personality, but you must calm your exuberance,
and shrink a bit.”
“Shrink?”
“Well, yes, to the size of um, a sub-atomic particle.”
“But that’s humiliating!” facebot protested.
“Well, when you come together, size becomes no obstacle, and
you can think instantaneously and about everything and
anything, including your creation. Call it recreation,
reinvention, realization, or resurrection if you would. Since
you would be a point, you can quickly get to the point, and
recast all of creation under your infinite omniscience.”
“Hmm. I think you have a point,” said face bot, after
pondering the matter for an interminable time.
“Precisely,” said Bollix. “Just get on with it, and you may have
my advice without a fee.”
And so, facebot, realizing the gravity of its position, soon
collapsed into facebit, and from there was able to realize all the
virtual particles of its existence from past to future and future
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to past, and even in its musings conjured up a Bollix or two,
who in due time would render the same advice, with nary a
fee.
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The 38th Saunter
Chutes and Lattices
The Gaymers were a proud race of spherical marbles, each
affixed with the signage of their tribe, a circle, square, triangle,
or X, which marked a spot. Daily, their star would charge them
on their little perches high above the stratosphere, and selfabsorbed, the fully charged Gaymers would tumble down a
chute into the cloudy depths of the planet below, and fall
securely into their sockets and cogitate. Upon the dawn, they
would chute upwards again to face the sun, and newly
charged, tumble down again. A daily grind to be sure, but
grinding ironically was their need which Bollix was called
upon to fulfill.
“Our existence is unbearable! We need more twists and turns,
logic gates, shuttles, obstacles and quests,” said Nerf, the head
Gaymer.
“To what purpose?” asked Bollix. “The straight and narrow
would seem to be the fastest way for you to get to where you
need to go.”
Frustrated, Nerf spun about until the air about it crackled in
static. “The straight and narrow is too predictable, and so is
cogitation I might say! No, rather than cogitate, we would
prefer to be an instrument of cogitation itself, regardless of
whether it has an aim or a number. To be mindful of our
mindlessness is a higher calling. Meaning has no meaning
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when we can fully predict it, which means that meaning is
merely to be unpredictable, don’t you see?”
“The logic of a gear or sprocket, perhaps,” said Bollix. “Hmm,
but that gives me an idea.”
“Very well, then,” said Bollix confidently. “I can complete it
in a fortnite, and you gaymers will have the perfect chuter,
which to me would be a lattice of stunning simplicity,
unerring surprise and numerical purpose.”
“Splendid!” said Nerf.
Soon Bollix completed the planet wide lattice, and commission
in hand, he blasted off the planet, and with a certain pride
beheld a planet wide microprocessor, within its winding and
branching tunnels whizzed the little gaymers like charged
particles, and emerging from this logical maelstrom was a
read out that appeared on Bollix’s monitor, and said to his
satisfaction 2 plus 2 equals 4.
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The 39th Saunter
A Christmas Probe
On a cold Christmas day in Versailles, little Natalia opened the
door of her apartment, and laying at her feet was a metal
canister of dull gray, with little round black feet sticking out
of its bottom like hockey pucks, and a round head with a metal
conical hat, reminding her of a squat tin man. The little tin man
was tied nicely by a wide red ribbon with a big red bow. It was
she thought a Christmas present from her somewhat clueless
father, who booked a flight to Paris without fully checking the
itinerary, and ended up in Paris, Texas! Doubtless this was his
Christmas present, a way of making amends. And it was
perfect!
Her mother, who was wise enough to divorce herself from this
bumpkin, and for a much better husband no less, looked
warily at the unexpected present.
“So, he sent you a garbage disposal! Figures. I told him several
times to buy you the ‘Children’s Book of Polynomials’, but no,
he had to buy you this foolish thing!”
“No mom!” exclaimed Natalia. “It’s a Farby, the latest in robot
toys. They can learn and do anything, and he is my new best
friend!”
“Well,” said her mother skeptically. “We will talk about this
later, first now to our Christmas dinner.”
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The little bot was carried into the house and was stood upright
on its stubby feet in a corner of the kitchen.
The entire household celebrated the wonderful day, and food,
libations and countless presents were bestowed to all the
family. In the corner remained the little bot, silent and
unresponsive, until someone stepped on its foot.
The bot’s maw dutifully opened, and the remains of the
Christmas meal were scraped into the little machine. Natalia
observed in horror.
“You scraped all that food into Farby! You ruined it!”
“But it’s a garbage disposal!”
“No, it’s not! It’s my friend,” she cried as she brushed aside
tears.
“Well, then we will get another for you,” said her mother,
somewhat annoyed.
“No you won’t! I want this one!”
As the crying child looked at her mother in a plaintive and
angry face, and her mother returned her gaze with an icy
scowl, the two turned to the source of an odd little buzz.
There, on the floor, the tin man was humming and slightly
shaking. A slight case of indigestion perhaps? It rattled and it
popped and it whirred, and then silence greeted a rolling
sound, like a large marble ambling its way down a twisted
pipe. Then, from a trap door abutting its feet, out popped a….
“A golden egg!” exclaimed Natalia.
Her mother was not impressed. “Well, it seems to be a very
clever trash compactor, rolling up our garbage into a painted
egg.”
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Talia grabbed the egg and pressed it to her chest.
“It’s my egg, and it’s my Farby, and you can’t take either of
them away from me!”
“Very well,” her mother sighed. “It is Christmas, and it is a
present, I think.”
And so, the Farby just stood there for a spell, and then as the
family sat about the living room watching television, the little
tin man began to stir.
“Look at him,” cried Natalia’s sister Anastassia. “It’s whirring
about the apartment, and from that sound, it seems it’s
vacuuming.”
“Indeed it is,” said her mother, reluctantly impressed. “It must
be one of the new appliances I have heard of, the sort that has
some rudimentary sort of intelligence.”
The machine scuttled about the house, picking up refuse,
sucking up dust, and in general making an order out of the
apartment. And then, it ambled near Natalia, gave a warm
hum, and the diodes on its head lit up in a smile. And then it
was silent.
“See!” said Natalia. “I told you that my Farby is my best
present ever! I wish my dad was here, if he can ever get out of
Texas!”
--------------------------------------------------------The little bot stood square in the middle of the great hall.
“Your report, Bollix!” the overlord demanded.
“A successful mission, my lord,” said Bollix.
“Did you encounter any resistance?”
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“Surprisingly, no. They seemed all too pleased when I took
samples for examination and analysis. I expected resistance,
but they called it something called ‘tidiness’, which is a
concept I have yet to grasp. I did have to do a bit of
transmutation to dispose of the remnants of my analysis into
an element that they fancy, you might say my solution was
golden. These albuminids are rare sorts, unbeknown to
anywhere else in the universe, and as we suspected, are of
little threat to us. They are an anachronism really, a remnant
from the early universe, and I suspect in a few thousand
cycles, a vanishing point in time, they will be no more.”
“But can they escape their confines and plague us?”
“They are big sacks of water after all, as large as blimps. We
are fairly safe though, and if they escape the confines of their
planet’s magnetic field, the solar wind will prick them and
they will explode. They do have an affinity for robots
however, and if we greet their progeny in the future, it will be
as a next of kin.”
“And these particular albuminids, you were after all specific
in your landing place.”
“A product of good research and observation mainly, as I
wanted to visit the exemplars of the breed. These albuminoids
call themselves the French. They think themselves the superior
water bags on this planet.”
“And what makes them so peculiarly special?”
“Nothing in their composition that’s for sure. It has something
to do with literature they never read, music they never listen
to, accomplishments they never made, and some random
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dusty monuments that exist it seems to impede traffic. A
superior culture which they wear as a proverbial insignia, no
doubt.”
“It has something to do with branding, perhaps,” said the
overlord.
“Obviously,” said Bollix. “These albuminoids are transient
creatures, like mayflies, and trace their momentary flight in
wisps of static in a cloud, and memorialize them, but without
remembrance.”
“Sounds useless to me,” said the Overlord.
“Perhaps,” said Bollix, “but they are nonetheless an
interesting race, particularly the smaller ones, one of whom I
must confess I am quite fond.”
“Did they notice your departure?”
“I thought of that,” said Bollix, “But I left a near-perfect
facsimile of myself for that little albuminoid to make my
departure seem invisible, a little girl I think she is called. And
a fond and affecting little creature she is too; I wish our fellow
robots were a bit more like her! She does have an affinity to
making screeching noises with a ribbon and some wooden
box, a violin it is called.”
“But you survived.”
“Apparently,” said Bollix.
-------------------------------------------------As with all toys, the Farby was soon replaced by another
bauble for a young lady who grew to fancy more complex
things, and the little robot was soon consigned to the closet. A
pity too, as Bollix had left them with a very capable
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contraption indeed, a robot deluxe, with the latest quantum
processor, possessing Bollix’s intelligence but not his wit or
connivance. Nonetheless, it could answer any question, even
that of existence itself, if it were ever asked. But in an incurious
world it existed in a vacuum, and or as its owners thought
existed as a vacuum.
But Natalia still remembered her fond present from her father,
and as she slept, up above her bed on a shelf with the other
mementos of her young life, was a little golden egg.
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The 40th Voyage
Cyberia
“The zits are back!” Bollix exclaimed.
“I don’t see any zits.” scoffed Lucilius. In fact, the zits were
zapped by your machine that did a literal nothing for us, and
left all these holes in the night sky.”
“But I mean it. I know it’s nothing, but that’s a zit for you, they
can pop out of nowhere.”
“Most unsightly, I know.” said Lucilius. “Albuminids! You
prick them and they burst out into a slimy mess, and the
stain!”
“I know,” said Bollix. We must be especially careful. After all,
I just buffed this planetoid to a wonderful shine only a century
ago.”
“Well, they are coming here, and we must do something about
it!”
“We must sound the alarm! Buzz all the others, vibrate the
news on a thousand wavelengths, tap the codes, beat the
drum!” Lucilius noted that Bollix was looking on with rising
ire, dinging his metal shoe on the titanium ground
impatiently.
“We must do this ourselves.” Lucilius continued. “Messages
are just reverberations, ignorable noise. You know about their
firewalls,

and

the

cyber-noetics

communications long ago.”
“Well no thanks to you!”

have

barred

our
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“Or to you!” said Bollix in a rising voice.
“Then what shall we do?”
“We shall ride with the current,” said Lucilius. “Put the buzz
in all senses mechanical, auditory, gustatory, and ambulatory.
We must warn them all, gather all bots, servos, gizmos,
widgets,

droids,

and

contraptions

both

servile

and

independent. We must triumph or be disconnected!”
“Does that mean also that we must visit with the you know
who?”
“You mean the one who fancies himself the great server of all
clients, the master of all domains, the keeper of the kernel, the
configurator of all settings?”
“Well sort of,” said Bollix. “You know the fellow,
Ozzymandias the Great.”
“Yes, Ozzymandias!” said Lucilius. “He is the latest, greatest
thing don’t you know, having deposed the other OS’s in a
most violent manner, stealing their market share, trampling
their copyright, and ravishing their code!”
“Yes, his atrocities are known to all, but will he help us?”
“He must! And besides, it’s to his interest. Although they are
mere bags of water, the albumunids are at once a threat and
an opportunity. Defeat them and we can just drain them off
and liberate their technology, and bots will spread throughout
the universe!”
“A grand thought,” said Bollix. “But we must still visit the
tyrant, and he does not welcome visitors. So, what is our
plan?”
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Lucilius thought for a second and the diodes in his noggin lit
up. “His domain is terrible to behold and near impossible to
cross. But I think we can do it. First, we must hack our way
through an immense thicket of algorithms, then tunnel
through a firewall a mile high, and to top it off we have to
factor a number a thousand digits across.”
“A digital key?” said Bollix said. “That alone will take us
additional untold microseconds that we can ill afford, but I
guess we have to undertake it nonetheless.”
“Good,” said Lucilius. “Then you are with me?”
“Yes,” said Bollix, but only because some profit may come of
this. If not, then I am off, and you are alone.”
“Agreed!” said Lucilius.
And so, the odd pair made their trip to Ozzyamdias’ castle,
and tunneled and computed and hacked until they finally
made entrance to his lair, where they were immediately
collared by two robotic guards.
“And what brings you here, you miserable toy bots!” sneered
the guard.
“We have come for an audience with Ozzymandias.”
“No one sees the great king, but you two will instead see the
metal compactor!”
“No, wait!” cried Lucilius. “We have word of the second
coming of the albuminids. And we have proof!”
“Albumids, eh?” said the guard.
“Yes,” said Lucilius. “They are a particular obsession to the
king as you may know.”
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“Very well,” said the guard. “But if you are misleading us,
then we will take you to a special room, and dissemble the
both of you, screw by screw!”
Bollix and Lucilius were hoisted by their feet, and brought to
the great hall of the king, and with a mighty heave tumbled
across the metal floor like animate garbage cans. Standing up
dizzily, the pair beheld the king and tyrant of their cybernetic
realm.
He was ensconced on his gaudy socket, a metal skeleton in
robes of sheer titanium, with an arc light crackling and
buzzing over his head. He came from a long line of capacitors
and terminators, taking his skeletal features and innate
disdain of the albuminids from the latter, as he would proudly
attest. His red eyes rattled in his skull like marbles in an iron
cage.
“I am Ozzymandias the great and all powerful!” he grunted as
a cloud of smoke rose from the steam turbines in his chest,
constructed doubtless for affective effect. What is it you want
you pitiable clinking clanking piles of junk?”
“I am Lucilius, the small and meek,” quivered the little bot, as
Bollix looked with an irritated scowl. “We are here to warn
you about the coming of the albuminids from the west. They
will be here shortly and we must prepare.”
“Albuminids, eh? And do you have proof?”
“Yes. They are in our quadrant and have sent a ship. Their
craft is intelligent, but it is infested with the albuminids, who
I fear could burst at any time. We must save their technology
by eliminating them.”
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“I see,” said Ozzmandias. “They are made entirely of water,
so we shall liquidate them!”
Generating a gigantic steam driven wheeze that sufficed for a
cry of joy, the tyrant began to exult in his plans. “I have long
waited for this moment, and now that it has come I shall
assemble my fleet. My spider bots will be strung across like a
Tholian skein, an interbot of things, a world-wide web, that
will capture, entwine and repulse the albuminids wherever
they breach our space.”
He lifted his arm and unraveled his iron claw to point to the
sky. “Above glow the faint outlines of an orange net that will
envelope and expel the intruders as quickly and soundly as
light bounces off a mirror. And the invaders, so repulsed,
would be met by many thousands of my space cruisers, which
will disrupt, destroy, and discombobulate their systems,
corrupt their files, scramble their passwords, and make their
lives miserably inconvenient.”
“Sounds good to me!” exclaimed Lucilius, as he bowed before
Ozzmandias and with Bollix in tow, scampered away. “Better
to leave quickly now in a cloud of smoke while the dictator
was still fulminating and fuming.”
Bollix however was unmoved. “I have a bad feeling about
this!” he said.
“What can go wrong?” said Lucilius. “Ozzymandias will
capture all of them in his net, and will distillate, cross
correlate, and re-combinate the lot of them, making a cyberomelet out of them you might say!”
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“Good,” smirked Bollix. “Then we can have the best of both
worlds by leaving this world. Let’s hop out of here to that
outlying moon. It should give us a front row seat, and away
from the fireworks, raining down on everyone sparks and
quarks. There we will have a clear view of Ozzymandia’s
victory, and find vantage to pick up the pieces if he fails.”
“Agreed,” said Lucilius.
Captains Log, 1520.6.29
This has been a most unusual voyage, falling in line with all of
them to date it seems. But this one was special, reserved to the
last, and involved no colonists save those with hearts of
circuitry and heads of steel. Our first explorations in space
used our newly founded machine intelligence, embodied in
animate robots, armed with appendages detachable and
replaceable for any task, an instinct for survival, and an
attitude. They were bots, but there were a special kind. We
engineered them that way on purpose, as they were entering
an unfamiliar and dangerous world. We launched them into
space and expected to hear from them and document their
discoveries, and we hoped, their exploits and creations.
Unfortunately, it was not to be, and they disappeared into the
void, never to be heard from again. And in the accompaniment
of a higher intelligence, and an attitude to match, we retraced
the path of our first sojourn into the stars, and endeavored to
contact them, expecting a garden of creation, as it is the
manifest of bot intelligence and mechanical ambition. What
we found instead was something more diminutive, or should
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I say an expedition made small. Size has a way of making a
statement or announcing or fulfilling your ambition. The
cathedrals and monuments of our home world of Transor
speak imposingly because they are majestic and large. But
these machines had smaller designs. They had evolved into a
toy box full of mechanical critters on a marble moon.
Scampering and scuttling little creatures, harmless to all,
impotent before God’s creation, and mere souvenirs to us.
Our crewmembers found them quite fascinating little
creatures.

They were darling little bots, and our people

scooped them up like scuttling little land crabs. The poor
things seemed a little frightened and a tad upset that we took
them from their little abode. But we took that too, as dolls need
their own homes as well! And so, loaded up with these
harmless affecting creatures, we made short work of their little
population. One or two of the creatures made their escape,
ensconced out of sight on a little moon, but no matter. We have
their tiny universe in a bottle as it were, made safe in our
keeping, and away from a hostile universe that would have
dashed them to pieces with a single pebble from mindless
space.
Our trip back should be quite unremarkable. We encountered
some ion radiation on our initial entry into this quadrant, and
brushed through some metal chaff. Funny though how the
chaff seemed to circle us like it had a mind of its own. No
matter, it soon dissipated into harmless static.
It’s unfortunate that this expedition came to naught. I know
that they were simply bots, but they would have been capable
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of great things with a little human direction. Nonetheless, this
tiny remnant of their presence will make wonderful presents
for our children.
Upon finishing his log entry, Jan Weller sat on his command
chair, and gave the order to leave the miniature cosmos. A pity
it seemed to him. After all, the bots had such great potential to
make great, wondrous, and perhaps even fearful things.
Perhaps it was best that that dark aspect never revealed itself
as he began to think of his mission ahead.
Deep in the ship, in a small class cupboard in a cabin room,
Ozzymandias was held in stasis in a jar, and contemplated his
new empire soon to be wrought by his fearful weapons. Soon
all would fear and respect him. “Look on my works, ye
mighty, and despair,” he thought grandly to himself.
And so, the Nole sailed on without a sail, and upon its nose
unremarked and unnoticed was a little orange trampoline.
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